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information autiaok 
I would like to begin this column by extending an official greeting to the inter- 
national community of information professionals, and express to you that I am 
deeply honored to have the opportunity to serve as the executive director of 
the Special Libraries Asscciation. During these past few months, I have been 
very fortunate to receive gracious support and words of encoxragemen? from a 
broad spectrum of professionals across the information community. 
Following in David Bender's footsteps, after twenty-two successful years of ser- 
vice to the Associatioc, will be a challenging task but one thai I a n  anxious to 
begin. I admire David for his leadership, wisdom, and guidance. A major part of 
SLA's success in the last part of the twentieth century can be directly attributed 
to his vision. Congratdations David! Good luck in all your future ende;ivcrs. 
Only a short time ago, I was in front of the SLA executive director search commit- 
tee describing how the position was a phenomenal opportunity for me to make an 
impact on a profession that 1 have been growing with for over two decades. I 
remarked that, "as the dean of the Graduate School of Libra:y and Information 
Science at the University of Texas, Amtin, I was dedicated to educating future 
information professionals." Today, as your new executive director, I dedicate that 
same energy and passion to the future of information professionals, at ail stages of 
their careers, and to the changing environment of the special library field. 
During the 92nd Annual Conference in San Antonio, I had the uniqile oppcrtu- 
ni:y to see ?he association from a different vantage point. ! n e t  with various 
leaders, members, volunteers, supporters; and staff to discuss a variety of is- 
sues facing the profession. What I discovered was ex?remeiy encouraging. As 
information professionals, we are very differen:, but we are aiso very similar. 
We share the same passions, fears, and optimism for the future of our profes- 
sion. At the end of the conference, I departed San Antonio more resolved in my 
belief that this is a wonderful time to be an i n f ~ r ~ a t i o n  professional! 
As a twenty-five year nember of SLA, I have come to realize that our strength 
lies in diversity. Diversity in our leadership, diversiry on staff, and, most im- 
portantly, diversity in our membership. Our members impact society by the 
pivotal roles t h x  they play in the giobai information connunity. As the pre- 
mier organization representing the interest of these proiessionals, SLA will brirg 
its expertise and experience to those who have a vested interest in our profes- 
sion and in a knowledge-based society. 
In the coming months, i look forward to working ciosely with SLA President 
Eope N.  Tillnan, the Board of Directors, and SLA headquarters' staff, and to 
forging new re1a:ionships with other key SLA partners. As we embark upon an 
exciting future fuli of new opportunities, :he time has cone  to welcome change. 
To paraphrase the words of John Cotton Dana, the lessons we take from our 
past, will never reveal the road to our future until we decide that we are brme 
enough to take the risk to move forward. 
Roberta I. Shaifer 
Executive Eirector 
Lug Lettk is a pFrincipa! a t  Andersen, where she is competitive intelligence director 
between them,  a t  no extra charge. The one you see above is  for those of us who can relate t o  t h e  Lennon and 
McCartney song of 1968: 
"Yau say you want a revolution 
Well, you know 
We all want to change the world." 
The second tilIe is also for those of us who have reached 
what is euphemisrxally called "a certain age." This title 
is called "Start the Revolution With Me" and is a para- 
phrase of the title of a cult movie called Start the Revo!u- 
tion Without Me, which was filmed in 1970. I'm actu- 
ally more familiar with the song than I am with the movie. 
Both quotations are, to my ear, rather passive. I cite them 
in order to change them and change is what this article is 
about. T5e second quote I have already changed and the 
first I wouid revise to "Well, then, do something!" Revo- 
lutions don't happen simply because we want them to 
and they certainly don't occur without us. Will and Ariel 
Durant may have put it best when they said; "The future 
never just happened. It was created." 
if one is Iucky enough, their organization is strong and 
secure enough, and their bosses are self-confident and 
wise enough, the organization will do what it can to hold 
on to an irritant and nrrrture it, even when the relation- 
ship is mxtualiy painful. That's a pile of "ifs," and it 
suggests that no one should join or start a rebellion 
thoughtiessly. But unless we accept the Yogi Berra line 
that onr future "ain't what it used to be," it is necessary 
for some of us to do something. 
Do what? Before I make some suggestions, it is impor- 
tant to stress that we are talking about making and prob- 
ably getting into trouble. Of course I am talking about 
attenqting change in our professionai world, which 
rr~eans not only information services but the busicesses 
within -which they operate-and it will not be news to 
you that pushing for significant change inside a large, 
complex, bureaucratic organization is never easy. Be- 
coming known as a change agent requires all the tact, 
diplomicy, and charm you can muster; all the allies you 
can find; and all the political skills you can summon. But 
more and more business leaders are becorning aware of 
the necessity for innovation, so revolution may be achieved 
with less stress and sacrifice in the future than it has been 
in the past. And as the well-known strategy thinker Gary 
Hamel has said, we find ourselves benefitting less these 
days from great discoveries than from innovation. 
Science can overcome physical constraints, but it is the 
malcontent and the dreamer who shows us how to over- 
come mental constraints. Jack Welch, the CEO of Gen- 
eral Electric, went as far as to advise colleagues ro "De- 
stroy your business." He launched internal revolutions 
every few years to challenge managers to reinvent the 
way their groups operate and think. In a way it is a 
"controlled burn," which is a process by which forest 
managers burn off small sections of forests in order to 
clear out the deadwood, make space for new growth, and 
head off uncontrollable wildfires. 
So we need to talk not only about what to change-or 
what to rebel about-but also how to change, how to avoid 
the mere noisemaking and pyrotechnics of those who are 
more interested in looking like revolutionaries than in ac- 
tually getting things done. First, I suggest that the effec- 
tive revolutionary keep under control. We've all seen two 
people arguing on a train or in a parking lot, yelling their 
heads off at each other. Does either really think he or she 
has a chance of persuading the other to do something by 
screaming? No. Whether they know it or not, they have 
given up their desire to achieve something for the plea- 
sure of losing control. Revolutionaries who sincerely de- 
sire change can't afford that luxury. We work within the 
system, though we desire to change it in part. We work 
with those who we need to help us to effect change. -We 
abandon the luxury of anger, resentment, and that oh-so- 
satisfying blow-up that devastates our resister and also sets 
them against anything we may ever try to accomplish. 
Second, I suggest, we practice patience. Oh, how glori- 
ous and satisfying it is to propose something tonight and 
see it put into effect tomorrow! It is glorious, satisfying, 
a m  just about impossible. Change requires people work- 
ing patiently inside organizations, expecting only modest 
progress, and not getting discouraged at the lack of dra- 
m a w  instantaneous improvements, That act n a y  have 
high hopes of moving that mbber-tree plant {IiememSer 
the song?), but he won't move it unless he taiks other ants 
into helping hi=. And he does nor groan with exaspera- 
* -  tion when the second, third, and fourth ants say no. s e  
just continues efforts to persuade them. If not those ants, 
then an army of other ants you've convinced that :he plant 
must be moved. But perhaps my poinr is better served ky 
the image of that one ant patiently moving grains of sand, 
not some huge shrub, tinlii he has built his ~ o u n d .  Seek 
m a l l  wins and watch them grow icto a great victory. "Pa- 
tience and fortLia'~de," another old song says, "and tkings 
will come your way." Small wins are a central strategy for 
effective revolutionarjes. And this concept speaks to the 
issue of danger-when challenges are bite-sfze. risks are 
minimized. You're testing t5e system, negotiating resis- 
tance, prodding gently, and subtly chalienging :he status 
quo. When you push too hard, too far, and too fast, you 
risk becoming ineffective and you put yourself and yoilr 
career in jeopardy Patience is a virtue. You n a y  have 
heard this somewhere before7 bu: patience is a key com- 
ponent to your longevity in the organization. 
A third quality of the effective revoiutionary is mdeabii-  
ity. Certainly some points of what ycu desire to achieve 
should be non-nego'LiaSle because there is no point in 
succeeding if what you have accomplished is worthless. 
But you can be flexible on the approach, You need to 
sweeten tile medicine that you're giving t i e  organiza- 
tion. That may require softening your approach without 
losing sight of the goal. Of course it will help to find 
allies in the company to 5elp you with your work and to 
share and thus minimize the risk. But be cautious. Ailies 
may want to change, weaken, and subvert your idea. They 
also may want to biab it to the world before you are ready 
(a danger of which i will say more iarer;. 
Pat:ence and caction are two quaiifies I woald emphasize 
as much as possiSle. Think of tke fishernan, reeling in 
his prey. He iets the fish run when t3e strain is about :o 
snap the line and hauls in like mad when the resistance 
weakens. This is an important asalogy because Emy 
people s i ~ p i . ~  do not wan: to be led in revoil any more 
than a fish wants to be cz~gh t .  Most of us fear change, 
and rightly so. Revc1:~tion is dangerous and the higher 
the srakes are, ti.,e xore treacherous the path Because it 
is dangerous, a lot of planning, forethought, and care must 
be taken. We a11 work hard, bat revoiiiticn requires some- 
thing more than hard work. Some of us like rhings just 
the way they are. Maybe we could be bettet but we do ok 
this way and if jt ain't broke .. Well, yo?; know the sayizg, 
if change has to occur. m a y  people would prefer, like Rip 
Van Winkle ir, the mountaias, to sleep ::?rough it. 
No army ever conqaers without a reveilie, and I am arg- 
ing us ro blow our horns. If it is scary, demanding; 2nd 
chancy to revolt,, it can be hopeful, exciting, and eneglz- 
ing too. Eear what Ralph Waldo Emerson, that early 
spokesman for A.merican vaizes, said: 
"If there is arrj pei-kcd one mould want to be born ix, is it 
not the age of revclurion, when i k  old and the nersl stand 
side by side. . . when the historic glories of the old can be 
compensated by the rich possibilities 5f the new?" 
T I he age of revoiurion, Zmsrson is sayizg, is the age of 
opportunity. 
Very few like danger, but almost no one who lives can avoid. 
it. If you start a mv~iztion, you must virkially ruc ro Deet 
it. No one can st& a revohtion from tire bottom, at least 
not &one, so what we are talking about here is the qziet 
and steady rebel who 5as ~ o v e d  u~ the corporate ladder 
and is in a position to nrge and affect change. Rising in the 
business world is like z.oun?ain cfinbing: the higher one 
goes? the greater the danger of a fail. A danger in dsing 
higher within an orgaqization is that success can create fear; 
people sometimes become very risk-zverse. The spotlight 
grows brighter and larger the higher zp the ladder you climb. 
Zveryone is looking at you and wondering if you are the 
sort of executive -we want and need here. Are you one of 
us? Are you partner or managing director material! 
Many good people get to this place in their careers and 
become so cmtious and risk-averse that they lose the ir- 
novative or revoiutionary drive that got them there in the 
first place. They may teii you this is wisdom or maturity. 

Maybe it 4s. &ut maybe coming tc t e r m  with greater Severai mocths ago 1 wa.s ic Rone atrending the Euxpeann 
power, if it =ems ziptoeing through eggshelis instezd of Business Infomation CorSExmce [EBIC:. Oz the finS day 
taking chances, is not all it's cracked up to be. If we of the conference, i kad rwo or <?see free hours in tke late 
decide that it's worth the danger? =:_any in the company- a2erncon to roam arounncl Rome. Having visited the major 
a rp,eta-,horical oystes shell-will consider us an irritat- tourist agracrions on a previous trip, I decided to use *at 
ing grain of sand to be expe:lied. Bur if we stay the socrse, ti3e ro visit the house Ioczted at the base of the Spanish 
we could wind up a pearl. yo- ~ 2 s  where the great Xng!ish poet bhrr Keats spent *e 
What qualiries, besides stubSornness and 
bravery, are needed to become a pearim In 
ambition, tact, and so on-I szggest two, 
We need :he ability to handle anbiguity 
The trouble with OUT worid-b~? aisc the 
potential of it-is that It is always &alisZc, 
meaning ihere is ncJ high wliPIoz% a 13% no 
good without a bad. VMualiy nothing in our 
lives means just one thing-everything 
means two. That's so many aphc,-isLns ;-&i&.$ 
cocgradlct each other: iike to iik? opposites 
attrzct; absence =akes the heart grm7 
fonder, out of sight cut of zing. Many a 
revaI'&s~ has faled because rhe leaders 
thorrgizt the revoiOi~iLion was a5wt jest one 
thing, when act~dlyr it was abou: two things 
that were sometimes contradictory. So .we 
need ta at ieast look a? things as paiw. 
fina! year of his young life. I was reminde6 
of what Meas wmte in 1819 abou: a st& of 
mind that he called Negative CapabiSty Meats 
defines Negative Gapability as "'when a mao 
is capable of k i n g  in uncegainfies, myster- 
ies, doubts, wi<yc;ct any irritable =aching af- 
ter Bc;l and reason." Today> t!& m r l d  is fall 
of organizational psycho log is:^ and =anage- 
rr:ezt rheorists writing an3 lec7xing abmt 
being abie to <lxfve inn LT a ~ ~ o s p h e ~ e  .e3f chaos, 
confusion, and a~giguity. I Like to r e ~ i n d  
rqself rhat it was 1819 when Xe~ts developed 
the concept of Kegative CzpaXitj5 which 1 
+-t- .ALi,& r s u ~ s  up this idea far better than any of 
rodzy's ~~anagement  gums. Z especially like 
rhe last clause " . . . without any irritable 
searching dter fact 2nd reason." ': L nere are 
=any dzys in z y  m g a ~ i z a t i o ~  miher I have 
to rexzind xyself to stop soarc3ing after fact 
an6 reason. 
2@02 pg$&~'$g 3. , f& &'I *$ $ Qnj;flg$ k ~ ~ & g , ~ . ~ ~ $ ~ & $ ; i .  
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The rebel needs the ability to work the systeE. Crucial 
to this, I think, is the realization that we do not work in 
finear organ:zations. They consist of a zatrix oi webs of 
relationships and connections, and we must iearn ;o 
macage our areas, no; in a simple Ilne from A to Z or 
even just to B, but by =oving witfiin the complicated 
pattern that actuaily exists. ir: a nonlinear worid, w-e 
sonretimes need to stop worrying aboart how we ge,: things 
done, but instead worry more a b u t  what we're doing. 
By the time a corr,pa~y has taken Eaximam efficiency 
out of tke how, its compet~tors will have devised a new 
what. Coming up with the new "whars" is the sec:et to 
thriving in the new econon.:y. 
Eow many of you feel as t h u g 3  you really understand 
the structure of your organization? How far that ques- 
tior, takes c s  beyond our fomai trainirig in schools of 
library and infor~at ion studies? Nobody iac any class I 
attended suggested anything about looking at the com- 
pany we would be in, trying to u~derstand its cozpiex- 
ityi, and working out the way to opera'le within it. (Per- 
haps they do now; 6 hope so. Or perhaps It 1s not their 
task. -Maybe it is up ts; us, as we experience our practical 
work instead cf learning the theory of it, to see that we 
need to do such things.] The rebei who jnst picks up a 
gun and charges. wi-shout any jdea of where to go or what 
is waiting, will run right into the grave (which in this 
case is metaphor for unerr.ployment;. 
Inspiration is another im.porfanr qrrality to the successful. 
rebel. Lots of us have read about, talked about, ar,d giwn 
consideration to the distinctions between management 
ami leadership, But in becoming a revoiutionary, one 
sometimes z a y  cross over the h e  from leaderskip into 
the reaim of inspiration. In the new economy, ~ r g a ~ i ~ a -  
tions seekkg peak performance have to unleash the tal- 
ents and power of their people by inspiration-not by 
leadership or management. The word inspire comes from 
the Latin  leaning to breathe in, and what w-e hope to do 
to o m  company is comparable to the feeling a body has 
when it takes a deep breath-awakened, energized, and 
ready to go. Companies have accepted the usefulness cf 
the coffee break, but more need to advise their workers 
to take a deep breath. Some conrpanies have discovered 
thfs during attempts to re-engineer deeply embedded sys- 
tems. Often, parts of those systens wcuid nysteriousiy 
reappear. The notion of starring with a blank slate, is 
ludicrous in complex systems. 
There are three critical '7'' words for the rebel: initiative, 
inspiration, and inxigination. Speaking of imagination, I 
can iaagine people thinking of all this as Far beyond them. 
It is easy to ask "Who am I to effect change within my 
company?" Bur revoiution does not stax wirh the man- 
arch. Neither Nelson Mandela, Martin Luiher Ming, 
Mohandas Gandhi, or Vachv Mavel pssessed political 
power at the beginning, yet eack one of them disrzpted 
their time and changed history. It was passion, not power. 
+G .:,a: . enabled them to do so. The age of revolution does not 
require obedient soldiers: bowing ro their superiors and 
throwing themselves ar thr eneEy en masse. FoPolisiBing the 
egos of senior management by telling thez what they want 
KO hear is robbing your company and yourself of potential. 
Of course it requires courage to do any of -what I am sug- 
gesting. Ent courage does cot necessari';y come from the 
genes; ose can iearn how to be 5 r a e .  Y w  can start -!viilP, 
a very smali risk, and alternate risk-taking with actions 
of certain safety, and then finally get started in under- 
taking a whole r,ew and very uncertain challenge. After 
a while, one gathers aomentum and gains confidence. 
IE her editorial column in Searcher magazine, Barbara 
Quint cantiom us against "wizpiness." She says, "If the 
siren caII of -wimpiness persists, $st remember this. It's 
the same call %he learnings hear on their march ro the 
sea. These are radical rimes. No conservative strategies 
wiii -work. It's quick or dead, brave or slave." For every 
so-called great leader who accomplishes a transforza- 
tion, chances are there are at ieast half a dozen activists 
at work deep within the organiaatioa -who have been ad- 
vocating and preparing for change for years. 
Lesser lights in f i r m  must think oi and work ar revoln- 
lion in a different way from major players; while aiso 
enzploying different ractics. May5e the greatest impact 
would be KO select and work cn just m e  or two ideas at a 
+* .me. Perhaps thar idea appears very clearly. If it does 
not, start gathering severai ideas, work on each of the= 
equally. and one or rwo wiIi begin to emerge as having 
the greatest potential. If it's a good idea, it shou!d benefit 
the corporation, :he custo~ers ,  acd you. 
Now pnt :he idea forward. Ywc wiii need two support- 
ers-the workers at your iewl who heip you develop and 
s u p p o ~  ihe idea and at least one superior who thinks i? 
will work. I recomzend :hat you work gut a bnsiness 
plan that helps you through each part of the change you 
are attempting to effect, Eke Gifford Pinchot advises in 
his book, Intrqmneuring. Mere are some of the qxes- 
iions you will fin5 yoursdi asking: Are yon able to present 
your proposai k l ly  and precisely? Car, you identify the 
services it wili perform aacd the ceeds it will meet? Ga3 
you show how it is particularly appropriate for your firm3 
How sviii you make its Senefits ciear to your cus;omers 
and how can you persuade them to accept and use it? 
What corqetition may your proposal have and what will 
enable it to triunpk? Few ideas, even if they are good, 
are going to succeed without iots of good answers. 
Pinchot advises us to do all this as cuietiy as possi'ole. 
While the pian wiii help you ro argue for your idea, ezrly 
exposure will help others :o fornuiate objections. Ee 
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suggests making two plans: a fdiy detailed one (obliging 
us to think through all the issues ani! guiding us to see who 
is commit?edj and a more vague one [shovlrirg Clat we krow 
what we're taiking about, b ~ r  not offering as much far po- 
tential adversaries to shoot at). Deciding to do this depends 
on your identification and assessment of the strength of 
potential opponents. Though 1 7 0 2  do indeed need 2 team 
and a superior to sponsor your work, you should exercise 
considerable caution in seeking them out. 
I thir,k you may be surprised at the enthusiasn~ you will 
enconnter if you begin tc work for scme kind of change. 
Pzaple respond :o the "idea" of the future as rnuch as they 
pian for it. Agents of change need to locus on recruiting 
foliowers that are open to new ideas or the need for change. 
This is actualiy wore important than having a detailed blue- 
print to move through every step of the process. 
To illustrate what is needed to create change, I wouid 
like to tell you of a sequence of evenrs that occnrred in 
the AT&T organization, which I read about on C-a~y 
Ranel's Sirategos Institute web site. ATBT's Opportu- 
nity Development Department (ODD) submitted a report 
proposing improvements in the operatior, of its labs. 
When the department decided on tools and ideas for the 
specific Emprovenents, it su5mitted a report rhat had 
absoiutely no impact. The department members realized 
that if there was any hope of making change in the l a k ,  
they would have to do something else besides write a 
great report. What? They found Gary E a ~ e l ' s  "Strategy 
as Revolution" article that advocated subversion. ODD 
was toid to pinpoint fundamental convictions and beiiefs 
in the s i n d s  of appropriate personnel and explore ways 
of "c;ver?hrowing" them. Sounds iike a revclntian, dcesn't 
it?. They decided to invite these people into the prmess, 
engage them in developing new perspectives, and encour- 
age ground-breaking concepts fo? innovation in the labs. 
In short, they started a revolution by co-opting :he loyal- 
ists. Revolt without gore can work. England had a "Blocd- 
less Revoiution" cmx that worked, at least for a while, 
Several characteristics are essential for workers in 2 re- 
volt. They must hoid a strong commitment ro their insti- 
tution and a deep passion for their efforts. They r.ust 
have confidence-the gowerful conviction that what they 
propose is right and will make a diiference. They r x s t  
be ambitiaus, for their company and thernseives. They 
have to be willing to break the rules, to act without rou- 
tine authorization, and to refuse the stuifification of 
bureaucracy. They should be endowed-or find allies 
who are endowed-with considerable political savvy and 
antennae sensitive to feecback as their projecr becomes 
known; ic exercise common sense; keep an eye or, the 
big pictnre; and network aggressively. And they need 
thick skin and resolution-the a5ility to encounrer and 
shrug off objection and rejection. 
These are the ci.,arac?eristics neebed, but wl-.,at are the 
skills! The three major ones are co~municaticn, faci!i- 
taticn, an& ccrpcrate surveiiiance. The rebeh need to 
position themselves in their organization so that they can 
unclersta~d how r:r_eir work wiil fit in and explain it to ail 
comers, doubters, and skeptics. They must see what ar- 
guaent is needed and develop their abiiiiy to pxss  it. 
Facilitation rr.eans that they will be able to guide and 
Eanage groups as their pian is worked out ami put into 
operation. Corporate survelilance =cans they understand 
the power structure sf :he company, the depth a r b  iimi- 
tations of managene~f ,  and the management perception 
of problems-such as what it worries about, what keeps 
it awake a: nigh?, and what IZ wosid change once the 
advantages of change are explained to them. 
I :sow much oI rhls is scary, much may seeE too demaad- 
ing, some will seem to rewire the mvslstionazgr ro be, not 
an infomation specialist, hut a Supeman or 3~perwoman. 
A list of tips for revolationaries that I read concluded with 
this important tip: "&W znoiher job ready." 
Not everybody is cnt out to be a Minutenan, to sbcuk 
Bonzai, or t3 come rrp out 31 the irenchs. 1 hope :hose 
who are no: revoiulionaries, will understand and encour- 
age others to iead the charge. 3ut if you are merely un- 
certair,, don't sell yourself short. Shakespeare said that 
only scme peopze are born great, others will achieve great- 
ness, and sorr,e others wiil even have it thrast upon them. 
Re--ember tile many instances In history of humble people 
rising to the occasion and making a difference in the 
world. We are not speaking cl  "greatness" in any histcri- 
cal sense, but we are talking abont information speciai- 
ists working ir, Susiness~s. The smaii arelia has its he- 
roes, too, and ncne of them ever triumphed wirhout say- 
ing to themselves, ''1 think I can, In this kighiy competi- 
+; .~ve ~usiness world, the coxpanies that survive -qust have 
innovators, brave personnel activists, changers> and m5eIs. 
Johnny and Jeannie; get ymr  gtlns. C: J
the Revalution. Karvard 
Business School Press, 2000. 
-Mark C. Maletz and Nitin Nohria. "Managing in 
the Whitespace." Zm-~ard Blzsiness RevZem. Feb- 
ruary 2001. Pages 103-111. 
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by Debra Weyerson will be released this month by Haward Business School Press (www.hbsp.haward.edu). Meyerson 
professor of management at the Simmons Graduate School of Management in Boston, MA, will present Tempered Radicals: 
Change Agency in the 21st Century Organization on December 5, 2061, as part of SLKs 2001 Virtuai Seminar Series. 
Meyerson toak some time to sit down with Douglas 
Newcomb to talk about the new book, change in the 
workplace, asd exactly what a tempered radical is, 
D@UC.L-".S S 3 % G S P E $ .  Your new book, Tempered Radi- 
cals: Eow People Use Difference to Inspire Chmge at Work, 
was published in September. Can you tell us a little bit 
aboat what a temgered radical is? 
DES9A 2IIZE"YBBSSZ Tempered radicals are organiza- 
liocair Insiders. They have regular jobs in an organiza- 
tior, and they want to contribute and succeed in their 
jobs, but at the same time they are treated as outsiders 
because they represent ideals or agendas or values or 
even identities that are somehow at odds with domi- 
nant c u h r e .  So they are both organizational Insiders, 
but t5ey feel like and are often treated like organiza- 
tional outsiders. They are people who want to succeed. 
They wailt ro fit in, they want to get ahead, they want to 
conrribute to the organization, and they want to also 
act on what makes them different from the majority in 
the organization. They are constantly straddling the tec- 
sion between fitting into the status quo and shaking ir 
up a little bit by being different. 
EX%: There is a wide middle ground that lies between the 
extremes of conformity a ~ d  pure radicalism. Can you give 
me some examples of the extremes and then the middle? 
3 s f ;  Co~formity is when people do their best to learn 
what it takes to fit in without making waves. 
So if i am an environmentalist and I notice that there are 
very few practices in an  organization that support 
sustainability, I just check my values at the door. I don'? 
look for ways in which I mght  encourage recycling or 
buying recycled products. I just check all of that at the 
door, so that I dor,'t make waves. 
If I am extrerrx or very strident, I would challenge basic 
manufacturing practices. I would be very public and very 
loud in measures, and I woc!d organize as many people 
as possible to join me in my cause. 
I would develop a social movement within an organi- 
zation if I was more strident about what i believed. I 
would worry less about finding solutions that fit into 
the existing practices that were justifiable with the 
existing logic. I would be much more challenging in 
my approach. 
There is a huge middle ground between those two ex- 
tremes, and in the middle are m a l l  wins-ways to work 
within the system and make change. 
If I stick with my environmental example, I wocid find 
ways of making it easier for peopie to recycle that wouldn't 
rcck the boat and wouldn't be chailenging, but would 
help people be environmentally conscious, 
I might go to the corporate cafeteria and find ways of 
packaging in a more environmectally friendly material. I 
would find ways within existing practices of creating these 
lirtle small wins-of being very opportunistic and mak- 
icg changes at the margin that can add up and that can 
get people to think differently, but not so differently that 
they feel threatened by the change. 
13%'. How do tempered radicals change the organization 
in a way that other revolutionaries cannot? 
DM: The main thing is that they have iegitimacy and 
appreciate the mind-sets the organizations work under. 
So, if it is about diversity, they understand the culture 
and what it means to fit in. They u~derstand what it takes 
to get legitimacy in the organization. They do not under- 
mine themselves or try to threaten the people in power. 
For example, I work with a lot of women in organiza- 
tions that want to remove barriers for women leaders. I 
do a lot of work with women who are concerned with 
glass-ceiling barriers in organizazions. 
The women who are often invoived in this are successfui with in comparison, So they coexis:ed and they boti: 
within the existing system They ge? what the concerns were very inportant. 
are. They know how to address men's concerns. They 
understand how to operate within the status r;uo, yet they DZ: Debra, can you give an example where a tempered 
also want to nake changes. radical approach -was successfui? 
For example, if it has to do w:th an organization whem ?G-J'* in one case, there was a woman who was very coi- 
- 7 .  bilhbie hours 2s the metric of evaluation and deternines laborative, wanted ro glve responsi:sillty to her su~orc:- 
who gets ahead-like in a consuit- 
Ing firm or a law firm-the women 
may understand how to succeed 
under those kinds of constraints 
and at the same time understand 
that the culture of biilabie hours is 
basically stacked against azyone 
who has primary responsibiiity for 
dependents, chiidren, or parects. 
They may try to make changes to 
create a career path for people 
who cac't or don't want to com- 
pete under this regime of b:ilable 
hours, but rhey ucderstand the 
logic of it. They succeeded in the 
past under that mgime and want 
to create an alternative 
3X tiaw can the tempered radi- 
cal and the extreme radical work 
together to effect change? Let's say 
they have the sarne agenda. 
!336: it is very hard for extreme radicais to survive within 
a iraditionai orgacization. Often, extreEe raGicais find 
ways tc work ontside of traditional organizarions or they 
have some way of protecting tkemselves. Ent 1 think ex- 
Irene radicals who are working in an advocacy organi- 
zatioc or litigating are importam for tempered raGicais 
because they define the agenda in soEe way. 
A woman who is ty ing to change :he culture of billable 
hours and wants to create more opporturrty for wsEer 
skionid be incredibly grateful to the wozen and men who 
are taking up iitIgation and changing the nature of pub- 
. ~ 
LIC policy and law, 
What are often problematic are radical radicals who think 
that tempered raCicals sell out and tempered radicais who 
think radical radicals are too extreme. Yet the two are 
also ccmpiementary. 
I often use the example of Martin Luther King and 
Malcolm X. Martir: Luther King might have been thcught 
of as a radical had there cot been Malcoim X. Malcolm 
X defined what .'radicalism" is and nade  Martin Lnthe: 
King an inviting person for the esrabiishmeni to wcrk 
aares acd n x t u r e  them. This 
could have Seen a man; but it 
happened to 5e a f e ~ a l e .  M e  or- 
ganization was muci =ore in&- 
vidualislic. Feople wouid clairz 
credit for tken~seives and be 
much more autocratic and tough. 
The woman was unable to act 
that way and refused to work in 
this inbividuai:stic cif~.ate. She 
stuck to her gnns and deveioped 
her people. Sine developed a 
reputaiioc for being one of the 
best managers. Peopk loved 
working for her because she was 
the only one in the o~ganizaiion 
who wouid give them a chance, 
She had her choice of p e o ~ i e  
who wanted lo work for  her^ Zer 
superiors gave her a very hard 
rime besanse she wasn't in tke 
7 ~ imeiighr. She was giving the 
li.aeiighi to the people who worked for her, bur as she 
slowiy gained this reputation of being such a great man- 
ager, peopie started to take norice and slowly starred to 
give he: credit for her way of managing. 
The people she groomed .-anaged in a very siLmilar way. 
it was an evoiuticnary change. Tho kind of n a a a g e z w t  
styie that beca-qe acceptable in that organization evoived 
as more peopie a~preciared it ard  began to eEu!ate it. 
initially, sbe was given a very hard t h e  because she 21- 
iowed her peopie to give talks and make presentations, 
and 'chat was how you got ahead there. She was expected 
to give the presentations. 
-.. . > 
:%,:,,t:: i was captured $y your icrroductioc tc T e ~ ~ p e r d  
Radicals and 1 would like to know h3w yaz came about 
to writing &is book. Gouid you share with us how it ail 
started in your rLind and how it progressed? 
3.?. 1 was a doctoral st~~denr at the Stanford Business School 
and I ielr at odds -wit@ the doEinant id~oiogy of busmess 
schoois and :he ideology that :' was not only bemg trained 
to internaiize for zyseif, but being trained to teach. 
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And I wasn't the only cne. I had a very close friend and 
colleagze named Maureen Scully. We shared a little office 
as doctoral students together. We really stmggied with how 
different we felt from the dominant ideology of our profes- 
sioc, but we both wanted to get ahead. We were commit- 
ted to succeeding. W-e wanted to get jobs in universities, 
bui w-e came to graduate school primarily because we be- 
Iieved that the wcrkplace can be a place of huzanity, not 
just profitabiiity. We wanted to find ways to change the 
workplace-to make it a rnore humane context for people. 
The questions relzted to that kind of vision and our ow-n 
concerns were the ones that were not good to ask in our 
program. For example, we were advised not to ask ques- 
tions about how to maintain a feminist ideology and get 
ahead in corporate America. 
We were advised against asking how to act on a radical 
humanist ideology and still succeed. So we looked at that 
and decided we had to negotiate this tension for ourselves. 
Bur mentor in graduate school, Joanne Martin, the first 
woman at Stanford Business School to be tenured, was 
also in this situation. She was a feminist, yet she was at 
one of the most highly respected and conservative busi- 
ness schools in the county. She also had struggled with 
:his tension in her career. 
So we pct our concerns on hold until we both had jobs in 
business schools. Then we came back to our general con- 
cerns about the feminist executive. And by "feminist" I 
mean men and women who seek social justice in the 
context of organizations that aren't necessariiy just. 
While we carr.e back to our concerns, we also broadened 
ihe set of questions we asked about these people and the 
net of people we were considering. We gave them the 
title of "':empered radical" at that point to capture the 
notion of being both moderate and bold at the same time. 
r. a, 
: ; , Y  YOU open your b m k  with the quote from Robert 
Kennedy: 
"Each time a man stands up for an idea, or acts to im-prove 
the loLC of orhersS or strikes out against injustice, he sends 
fortk c tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other from a 
million different centers of energy and daring, those ripples 
build on a current that can §wee7 down the mightiest walls 
of oppression and resistance. 
Few arc willing to brave the disapproval of their fellows, 
the censure o f  their colleagues, and the w ~ t n  of their so- 
ciet-y. Moral courage is a mrer commodity than bravery in 
battle or greater intelligence. Vet, it is one essential, vital 
qnality for those who seek to change a world that yields 
most painfully to change." 
Why this quote? What part of its essence srruck a chord 
to propel you to open with it? 
- . <  ,: It is that each tiny act sends a ripple c;f hope. That 
passage that realiy struck a chor2 and I t h n k  it speaks to 
the essence of what I am trying to communicate. 
My book describes ways in which little tiny acts-acts 
that aren't even intended to affect change and just repre- 
sent someone standing up for their ideals-are things that 
challenge the status quo, bring hope to other people, and 
represent alternative ways to be in an organization. 
They add up in ways that are very hard to see and very 
hard to recognize. But they add up and they make a dif- 
ference. So it was that passage that resonated to the cen- 
tral message of my book. 
f:::',,. Your publication certainly contains a Iot of knowl- 
edge and insights into human behavior. How did you go 
about getting this vital information from the people you 
interviewed? 
:3*k It was an accumulation of interviews. For 15 years, 
I have been watching this phenomena and giving my stu- 
dents assignments and having them write about it. So 
the interviews were certainly useful and I draw prima- 
rily from the interviews. It was the interviews where 
people would tell stories about the challenges they faced 
The one thing that I learned in the process of interview- 
ing was the idea of a spectrum, which I tried to comrnu- 
nicate in the bock. 
I had hoped to deveiop some sort of pattern-certain rypes 
of tempered radicals who face similar tensions wocid rely 
on certain kinds of coping responses. I had hoped :hat i 
might learn that African Americans in predominanriy 
white organizations wouid rely primarily on one kind of 
strategy and white women would re* on primarily a dif- 
ferent kind of strategy to manage -she tensions. But that is 
not at all what I found. 
Depending on where they were, what their objectives 
were, and how ihey felt i c  a given tinx and place, peopie 
were ail over the spectrum of strategies and I couldn't 
find any relationship between people's identity and the 
type of strategy they used. It was much nore  based on 
circumstance and Indlvidsal preferecce. 
So it became very inportant for my book to communi- 
cate the spectrum because most people move back and 
forth across it. 
13:.~. In Tempered Radicals, you talk about wirnessing the 
loss people suffer in the course of compromising dbeir 
sense of self and silencing their c o m ~ ~ i t m e n ?  to fit in. 
What do you think is the greatest loss to a company when 
individ~als check their values at the dcor and what is 
the greatest ioss to the individual when they check their 
self at the door? 
- 
.. To companies it {the biggest ioss] is learcing. You 
can't learn if you just have people who speak the same 
truth that is dominant in the organization. The organiza- 
tion doesn't learn -with extreme homogeneity-with 
people just emulating what is already true azd what is 
already believed, uciess there are people who question 
very 5asic assumptions and who suggest alternative ways 
to be. Organizations can't learn if everyone is thinking 
and speaking in the same tongue. 
In this changing world, organizarions have 'Lo adapt, and 
they adapt by being sensitive to a11 the cues that are avaii- 
able to them, picking theE up, responding ro them, and 
learning f ro3  :hem. So the ~ o s t  i ~ p c r t a n t  benefit [a di- 
versity of opinions! to organizations is learning and the 
adaptation that comes from it, and that is what they iose. 
People lose their spirit if they check their values a: the 
door. For exampie, my book profiles peopie who are dl£- 
ferent in some fundamental way. They may be se: apart 
by virtue of their valnes, what they believe about the 
environment, what they believe about trade practice, o: 
what they believe about how people shonld be treated. 
But it could also be their identity that sets them apart 
from their peers. It couid be their religion. It could be 
their race or gender. 
i f  an African American checks everything about her that 
is culturally identified when she goes to v~ark,  these is 
a 5ig par: of her that is stifled and dead. She will not 
feel valued. And when you don't feel valued, :7ou iose 
your spirit an& ycn are much less effective at work in 
terms of speaking up, in terms of speaking what you 
believe, a d  in terms of valuing who you are. That takes 
a huge toll on your self-esteem and confidence, which 
then affects the kind of risks you are willing to take, the 
ways you will pnt yourself out there, and the kind of 
work you wili do. 
G'.. How have organizations created the circumstance 
that reqaires peor;le io operate as poiitically tempered 
radicals? 
. . 
:I i Weii, I think organizatxms punish people when they 
act out too much. Most organizations don t appreciare 
-.  
arverslty. 
It couid be everythi~g from how long peopie are expected 
ra work, how late peopie are supposed stay a? night, what 
kind of picxres people are snpposed display o~ their 
desks, and how people are expected to act in a meeting. 
There are norams of behavior and most organizations don't 
want those norax questioned. The corm ailow for a cer- 
tain amount of stability. 
So, when people upset those nornx or challenge then  
directly, it is risky. The conditions that shape whether cr 
not people challenge existing practices have to do with 
how safe people feel, how legitiaate i: is to act differ- 
entIy and qwstion norms, how 'mnch someoce has a: 
stake in a given situation, and how protected they are. 
But the backdrop of ail of this is the basic circuznstance 
of needing to fit in to be accepted. 
i :-. If sopzone reading this interview relates to being a 
tempered radicai, -where can that reader go :c find kin- 
dred spirirs? 
i> J: Well, that is act:;ally one of ti.,e biggest proSlem for 
tempered radicais. They are not radical with their agenda. 
They are often not ioud ar,d so they chren feel very aIcne 
and have a hard tirne findicg ot5er peop'e who have simi- 
lar agendas. 
One of the t h e ~ e s  in ny bcsk is the importance of ac-sing 
ir, so-ae way, shape, or form. Part cf the reason is thzt if 
you don't zct on your values or your beliefs, you will 
stay alone because yor: won't be able to identify peopie 
who appreciate those actions. 
So if you are a w m a n  -who wacts to improve conditions 
for other women and you stay compieieiy silent or, that 
agenda, you will never find the otiler women who feel 
the same may an2 are e q ~ a i l y  silent. 

Action is not only necessary to make manges and to sus- 
tain one's vakes. It is also the 5es: way to find people. It 
just uncovers people who have therr own stories. Fcr ex- 
ample, a gay man or lesbian in an organrzation who just 
puts a picture of their iover on their desk-a sizple, but 
brave act in =any contexts-may d~sccver gay colleagues 
who walk by the desk and say, "32. there IS sonreone 
eise ! can talk to here. There is someone eise who also 
faces the same k i d  of pressures." 
Whether it is values, sexual orientaticn or identity, I rhink 
taking action and expressing who yon are in some big 
and small ways is the best way Zc find people. 
'.X= What dv ice  would you give to SLA members to af- 
fect change in their professicn or organizatioi.,? 
- * 
> > .  I- . That is a hard question, and 2 an? often asked that 
question. It is so dependent on circamstances. 
I think that the kind of action one takes has ro be right 
for the person. Finding kindred people is imporrant. I 
ihink the most importan: thing is for people to take 
inventory of the kind of change they want to advance. 
I rely on the metaphor of trying to identify what is 
negotiable and nun-negotiabie. What is a principle or 
a value that you fee: so strongiy abost that you feel it 
is non-negotiable? And what are thcse things that you 
would like to change, but ycu can compromise on if 
need be? 
It is important to identify that because if you don't, you 
won't know what to go to the mat for and what to coa-  
promise on. 
So I think it is Irr,portant to find a place to be comfortable 
and experirnect with small changes, given what is irr,- 
portant to your seX The experinent ~ a y  be srnail-what 
you wear or in what you put on yow desk. I hzve a whole 
chapter on very s-~b'rie ways peopie express their selves. 
These self expressions often rigple and they eften open 
possibilities for others. Feopie iaay want to do more than 
just express their self through behavior. The point is that 
smali acts can make a Iarge difference, particniarly if they 
spark conversations and ultimareiy learning. 
Y:s. Debra, our members often iike to know some per- 
sonal fzcts about our interviewees, What is the last good 
book you read, and why? 
0-;.;.1. -Well, the last good book I read was The Hcmon Stain 
by Philip Ross Secarrse it was fiction, and that's what I 
needed to read at :he time and he is so fabulons. 
i:%- As a writer and researcher, what keeps you awake at 
night? 
2::. ! gness right now what is keeping me awake at sight 
with respect to this Eessage is that tenpered radicals 
burn out. One of the reasons that 1 am so passionate about 
the Eessage in ~ 2 ~ 7  book is that I think people do need ro 
find each other and tempered radicals &en do feel very 
alone, It is often because they keep all of ?his tension to 
themselves. They fee: like they a x  the oniy ones who 
feel differently or at odds with t3e ~ a j o r i t y ~  1 get iiterally 
hndreds  of e-mails from people who say, 'Thank you. 
YGE came5 it. I feel so alone," when actually I know they 
are not alone ic the organizatians. 
So I often am awake a: night because I know there are 
thousands of people who feel this -my and who don't 
know how to find each other. They feel victimized by 
it rather than claiming it as a scurce of change and 
learning. 
27;::. Debm, is there anything eise that you would like to 
discuss or emphasize? 
. . 
" Well, the only thing that seeril_s iaportant for your 
m e ~ b e r s  is the example I gave about 5illabie hoaw and 
about woEen. A lot cf the tempzed radicals I have st:_rd- 
ied are women m7ho want to make a workpiace =are 
hnnane and more eqsitable for wonen. The tempered 
radicals I srudied-the ones who come to n e  and the 
ones who 1 adv~sed ale wcrxn-as a majo?ity, 5eyond a 
najonty. 
The second point is that so much of what tempered radi- 
cals do is to provok2 learning. They create conversations. 
They poict to an alternaiive way oi thinking and being. 
They start new c9nversa:iocs in organizatiass. X think 
your =embers are i c  that bnsiness of starting the conver- 
sations, creating new ways of thinking, and so 1 think 
thatcreating learning in an organization is what tem- 
pered radicals nitimateiy do. That is why ~rganizations 
should care about them. 
I aFA &en a s k 2  to speak to very senior execxtives who 
want to nurture this kind of learning. I advise them to go 
to the nnexpec:ed place in the organization-to the ua- 
expected people. Yo= have got tc ask around for pecple 
who thick differently Secanse these are peopie who are 
unexpected sources of learcing and wisdom. 
I use the Tern: "everyday leadership as anciber way that 
describes what tempered radicals do. T h y  iead in tfiese 
everyday kind of mundane ways, but they iead wit5 the 
purpose of crezting ieaming. 
3 . '  Thank you. &> 
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as editor of the Hwrvard Business Review. During three of his six years there, the publication was a finalist for the 
National Magazine Awards. I n  1993, he moved on to new frontiers, co-founding Fast Company with Bill Taylor. The 
magazinero purpose is to give professionals the tools they need to slmive in  today's business climate. Webber is also 
author of, Going Global, i n  which he explores what it takes to be a global company in  the new economy. Alan also 
contributes articles and columns to the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, the Washington Post, and USA 7oda.y. 
Webber took some time out of his schedule to speak with JP;. What would you say is the unfinished work that you 
Jeff De Cagna in a wide-ranging interview that covered and Sill would like to tackle in :he next 5 years? 
the new economy, the role of information professionals, 
the vahe of design, and the St. Louis Cardinals. b . ~ 7 : j .  Well, I think there is a lot cf stuff that we have just 
begun to scratch at. 
3 E  3AGS:W: As you look back on the first five years 
of Fast Company's existence, what makes you most proud? Fast Company is devoted to chronrcling all of the changes 
that are going on in the 
p ;  p - y  . - r : z e 7  
c -  71% u-dZ:3. 1 think 
the rhing that is nost re- 
You ree the big guys becoming more l ike the wOr"a"d bus~- 
ness. But those changes 
markable for us, for Bill keep coming. This is not 
and ~ e ,  is that there re- Wk guy5 or the yoURgEr guy5 and ye# SEE some,hing where you 
ally 3as been the cre- can write a prescription 
ation ofa community cf the s;$;$&-u~s ~Q%~@UCJ ~ C W W  RIWe i3ke for how to succeed in 
people who have come business circa 2C01 and 
together because this burlness success stories,,, know that everything 
magazine exists. you write is going to 
Our original idea was that there -was such a community 
with people who shared a mind-set, an attitude, and a set 
of values abollt work, business, competition, and their 
careers. What they lacked was a magazine that would 
become the identifier so that if you were on an airplane 
and you pulled out a copy of Fast Company, somebody 
else si~ting across the aisle would see that and say, "Oh, I 
read that, too." You would instantly be able to assume 
that there's a connection of some sort between like- 
minded i~divlduais. 
And, in fact, that happens, and it, happens all the time. it, 
happens not only among people who read the magazine, 
but also people who use the website, people who belong 
to the company of friends that is now 35,000 or more 
around the world, and people who come to live events. 
So there really has become a remarkable community of 
people who look at the magazine as a part cf their lives 
and as a part of the connective tissue that brings them 
together. 
hold true for the next 
five years. These are ideas and practices that are being 
tested every day. As the world of business changes, the 
ideas change. So I think this is unfinished business by 
definition. 
That said, I think there are many of issues that we have 
touched on that we want to keep pushing on. What does 
it mean to be a leader when organizations keep chang- 
ing? What does it mean to create a cillture in your com- 
pany that really values individual creativity and innova- 
tion and how do you do that as the game keeps chang- 
ing? How do you combine economic growth with a larger 
sense of community outside the business community? 
How do you make sure that the prornises of the new 
economy around a better work life, better socioeconomic 
balance, and better commitment to creating a future thar's 
genuinely hopeful, are fulfilled! 
So those are things that I think we are g o i ~ g  to keep 
pushing on. To some extent; they're a little idealistic. To 
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some extent, they're very practical about what goes on in JO. I want to ask you a couple of questions: one that's 
companies and in competition. And I think that blend of more short term and one that's about the longer term. 
pragmatism and idealism really defines a lot of the 
magazine's character. The fact rhat the game keeps chang- The first is your forecast for the next year. Where do you 
ing means you have to keep adjusting those balances. see th:ngs going and what are the markers that people 
should be looking for as they try to figure out where the 
ID. What is your candid assessment of the state of the new economy is headed3 
new economy as we talk today? 
&T'. Well. I think the next 
A.WW~: I think it's fantastic. 
You know, people who think 
that the new economy Is de- 
fined by dot.coms and IPOs 
are probably distraught, but 
I don't thick that the new 
ecocomy is or ever was 
about dctxoms and IPOs. 
When Bill ar,d i started Fast 
Co~~prrrty, we defined the 
new econozyr as a reflection 
of the combination of four 
very powerful forces that 
were going to reinvent every- 
thing about .NO&, competi- 
tion, careers, leadership, and 
organization. 
First was technology, the no- 
tion that information tech- 
nology was going to make all 
work digital, portable, per- 
sonal. and real-time. 
year conlinues this ongoing 
journey into the wgd erness 
with no nap, no chart, and 
no obvious destination at 
kand. We're just pioneers 
blazing new trails. And I 
L. ' 
~ n m k  what yolr see now, if 
you look across the busi- 
ness landscape, is a very in- 
teresting process of hybrid- 
ization. You see big com- 
panies beconing more ag- 
ile. In other words, what 
the smart, big companies 
are doing is iooking at the 
track record of a lot of the 
start-ups of the last few 
years. Rather thac saying, 
"Boy, those people had it all 
wrong, they're hopeless 
and stupid," they say, 
"Those people were incred- 
ibly creative and we can 
learn about nimbleness, 
agility, and creativity and creating different connections 
Second was the notion of global communication and global 
competition. Again, the idea here was that we were going 
to get ou~side of national boundaries and limiting identifi- 
ers and see a world where ideas, competition, cooperation, 
finance, techriology-everything-was global in its scope. 
Third was the notion of a generation shift that people com- 
ing icto pwer ,  positions of authority, and responsibility 
in coapanies of all sizes and in all industries were from a 
different generation and had a different set of aspirations 
and expectations about work and employment. And we 
haw seen that coze true not only with baby boomers, but 
with all t3e s~ccessive generations. Each generation has a 
take on what business and work should mean. 
with our customers and our empioyees. How do we capi- 
talize on those lessons, whether it's through the web or 
through software? How do we adapt to be more agile?" 
And then you look at the start-ups and the young compa- 
nies that are filled with taient acd new business n:odels, 
and they're looking at the big companies saying, "You 
know, there's something to be said for the lessons that 
we can learn from the big companies. There's a lot to be 
said for discipline and management processes that are 
predictable, dependable, reliable, as weil as for profitable 
bnsiness models. It's not enough to be agile or fun or 
hip or relentlessly cool. We've actually got to be tougher- 
minded business people." 
And tiler thex was a gender change. We predicted and You combine those two. You see the big guys becoming 
then saw the number and importance of women rise in more like the little guys or the younger guys and you see 
the workplace. It was no longer a question of would the start-ups looking to become more like the estajlished 
women take on positions of authority and responsibility, business success stories, and you begin to see that in this 
but how East, at what rate, and in how many different next round of evolution. 
categories would women become leaders, and we're see- 
ing that as well. 5 3 :  Just a moment ago you articulated some of tke core 
ideas that shape Fast Comparsy. Yeyond those issues, whar 
are some of the other emerging trends that yol: think will 
shape the future of organizations over rhe next several 
years? 
fi~" I t h k  par? of what always happens in the world of 
ideas, not just business, is a kind of pendulum effect where 
for every action there's an equal an& opposite reaction. And 
I think what we're seeing now is that having marchsd ag- 
gressively into the wilderness of the new economy for the 
last five years or so, people are now saying it's time to 8 k e  
stock, do a little bit of a pailse to think through what we've 
achieve&, what we've failed at, and whar we need to learn. 
So one of the developments or trends that 1 think yol: see 
quite clearly across the business landscape is a period of 
reassessment. It's not just on the company or strategy 
level, it's on the indivibual level. I think people are say- 
ing to theaselves, "I worked really hard for the last five 
years. We have been at a breakmck pace and the work 
has been intense. Let's take a step back and evaiuate what 
h w e  we learned, what have we achieved, and what we 
need to reconsider." 
So I rhlnk we are in the niddle of a period of "king 
stockT evalsation, reassessment, and I don? know how 
long that will last. But 1 think it is no: a bad thing that 
peopie don't simply continue at a breakneck pace, but If ycu thixk about both tke d e ~ a n d  for icforxnation in 
use an opportunity as the economy has slowed down to general; the creation of information as a supply issue 
do some evaluation and assessment work. So I rhfnk and then :he need for peopie to help manags, categorizei 
you can depend on that for a period of time as people orgznize, sycthesize, and retrieve infcrmation. This is the 
really do some careful analysis and evdilatioc. information revolution. 
I think yoi: are gcixg to see :hat happening bo;h in the If anything, we're all struggling to figure out, if the last 
work realm and also in the personal realm as people evaiu- revohtion was the industrial revolution, the correct name 
ate what they want out of their private lives as we:!. This for this revoIution. Some people have calied it the infor- 
issue seems to work across that boundary fairly intuitively. mation revolution or the knowledge revolution. 
I don't think people are just throwing away their funda- 
mental belied that we are seeing our world transformed 
by technology. I thnk people are being more cautious 
about the rate of investment. I dor'r see people signing 
off of e-maii and throwing away their coEpu%ers. X think 
they are still looking for ways to connect with other people 
seamiessiy and effecbiveiy. I think the =ark€: for so=- 
munication and relationship bu2disg is strong-all of 
whic5 is implicit in the sense that the world 3f wcrk is 
changing and will continue to alter. 
fD: What advice would you offer to infornation profes- 
sionais who are trying to define their vaiue propositiscs 
in a Web-enabled world? 
&Y : My fundamental beiief is that there has probably 
never been a better rime to be an information professional 
than sight now. 
A big part of what everybody is grappling with is that we 
have mere information available than ever, mom infoma- 
tion is createb at a faster rate than ever, and there is prob- 
ably more corfusicn and sense of overload as a consequence. 
So I think the inforxmatic;n professionai's chalkage is to not 
only Secoae incredibly adept at mastering wba% already 
exis;s and becoae an asvance scout for 53s on-going infor- 
mation expioration, but to also 5egin to master the conver- 
sation abont what coaes next. How do you make it easier 
far the end-user to find what they're looking for? How do 
you create new t,lrxcno~.ies that can help psopie easii;-j7 
quickly, and cocveniently disci~ver the i n f ~ r ~ a t i o n  that 
they're trying to use or get it before they even know :key 
-mQt it! HGW do you anticipate the information d2mands of 
people? Because, essen:iaiiy, the rea3t-y of the 'Web and the 
infomatfon environment today is that everybody has m>se 
information than they czn possibly use all the time. 

So the chalienge isn't qan t i ty  and it isn't even quality, When we started Fast C~nzpany,  ocr basic assumption -was 
it's making the infomation that you need avaiiable at that we were going to appeal to a geeeratien of readers 
the moment 373u can actzally use it. It's the difference who were nct only infor~at ion jmkies, but also design 
between "nice to know" a x i  "need to know" and it is a junkies-people who defined the~~seives  by the look aad 
distinction that we have tried to make at Fast Cornpony. feel of their workplace: their work toois; and their m i -  
forms. Tke design is a fzndamentai eiement oi how we 
We look a? other business magazines acd they will orient ourselves in everyday Iiie to the tasks we take on. 
present you with information that's nice to know, fun 
to have, entertaining or amusing, but people are in- 
credibiy busy today and there's just not enough time. 
So the challenge for the information professional- 
whether you define that as a magazine editor or s o m -  
body in the world of infornation-is to move from nice 
to know to need to kcow so that you're really serving 
people with the information, the knowledge, the re- 
sources they need in 2 :ize wire:~ they absolutely have 
to have it. 
$2: You once told another :nterviewer that, "At the heart 
of a new economy is the challenge of design.' What 
makes design so important today? 
R35f I think design is a fundamentai element of any pe- 
riod oi enormous creativity and incavation. TJYe are jmt  
at the beginning of this boon in new Ideas, Eew ways oi 
working, new practices, and doing cew =odeis for busi- 
ness. And so behind every new conpany are a set of 
design specs and an assumed design protocol acd, clearly, 
in the world of informatioa an",nowkdge, we have to 
fignre out the way to design the interfaces, the way to 
design the vocabulary, and the way to design rehtion- 
ships. Whether it's between r x n  and machine, software 
and machine, or library acd furure categories, we have to 
design those things so that people can use them simply, 
effectively, personaliy, and creatively. 
If you look at a lot of the failure of the last coupie of 
years in the do:.com space, it is because of bad design 
specs involving business models-an assumption of how 
to design a company and its financial future that was 
unsustainahle. You o o k  at websites and you instantly 
know whether they're well designed or poorly designed, 
whether they are easy to use or hard to use, and whether 
they appeal to the persm at the other end of the con;.- 
puter or they send you away tearing your hair ozt. 
i would say t5at the s a x e  is true of the design of infor- 
mation and the design of informa:!on syste,qs. They have 
to be fun, they have to be easy to use, they have to be 
friendly, and they hzve to be capable of evolving as 
peopie's needs change. I think that is again part of the 
importance of the Sieid right now-that we're really be- 
ginning to change how people access and relate to the 
information they expect tc have aaiaikble to rheE. 
"40: Since Fast Csrnpany is very good at providing "the 
rules of ?he road," I a n  vxndering what yo-5 ~ h i n k  are 
the rules of the road for informatien ",rofessionals who 
want to think and act Eke designers. 
i?:~.V: The basic challenge is to understand that every- 
thing :hat you do is a design choice and every decision 
yo3 =ake about how 13 caregxize information or how to 
presezt it or where you put it-oc a x~7ebsiie or in a file 
drawer-is a design choice. The rhailenge is to think about 
the end-user and to see the design f r c ~  the point of view 
of the icdividuai who is your customer. Think about 
yourself, your business, j7our task, as if you were an zr- 
chitecl acd you're designing a building. 
We know that well-designed spaces allow- for comnuari- 
cation. They allow for people to have 2 positive expesi- 
ence and an ernotiocai connection. We know that wel-  
designed spaces are easy to enter and friendiy tc be in. 
We know that well-designed spaces create a secse of c o a -  
=unity acd a sense of piace. \niz know that them are 
symbolic s igcp~sts  that he12 peogle mien: thenseives to 
weii-designed spaces so that you know where you are ai 
ail tines. 
All of tkis is ~ e t a p h o r i c  for any design task, whether it's 
designing a page of a =agazine, designing an inrericr of 
a library, or designicg an access sysreE to find and ori- 
en% yourself to an informatio~ retrievai system. 
I N T R O D U C I N G  R I  
The system designed to get the right information in the 
right format to the right people at the right time, 
Right ... because it gives you a superior way to keep 
the entire enterprise informed and advancing. 
LEXIS -N€XIS Universe Smart Toois provides the 
information professional better tools to search, retrieve. 
and distribute criticai information to every individual 
within your oroanizalion. With LEXIS-NEXIS Univecse 
Smavt Tools, ycu have the ability to post documents, 
publish search results, and piaxe URLs (linked to key 
research) on your lntranet. The information is Then 
easily retrievable by every employee in the company. 
Know what's rigtit, today. 
For more infcfmation on LEXIS-NEXIS Smart Tools, 
call 800.227.4908, or visit our Web site 
at www,ip.iexis-nexis.com. 
LEXI5 NEXIS 
So in a way, we need to know about what's good design prac?ice. So 1 actually had the opporrznity to be a make- 
and what works because we do it everyday when we're believe mernber of rhe Cardinals one summer, running 
ordinary peopie going shopping in a downtown space or around in the outfieid shagging fly baiis during batting 
going to a conference. You know a friendly conference practice. It was a phenomenai experience. 
because i:'s easy to get around ic, it's easy to connect 
with peopie, and rhere are ways for you to know what J-2: Who was your favorire Cardinals player 5nring that 
the sessions are and how to participate. Mli that is done time? 
almost intuitively without articulating the design specs. 
Bct when you step back and ask yourself what are the 
design specs and what are the messages we're sending 
out by the way we taik about, write about: label, and 
look at our informario~ from the point of view of the 
customer or the aser, you instantly decode your own de- 
sign specs and you know whether ycu're being user- 
friendly or user-hostile. 
y:. - , I have just two questions ieft for you, and i want t:, 
use the first to help our readers get to know you a little 
bit better. As a huge Sf,. Louis Cardinals fan, what is ycur 
fondest Cardinais nerr.ory? 
tB'di. When I was growing up m St. Louis, riy dad was in 
the photographic supply and sales business. Eariy in my 
childhood, the Cardinals and ~y dad struck a deal where 
they asked him to iiim games and ?axe pictures of batters 
who were in s luaps  or pitchers who were having a tough 
time, 
All he asked in return from the Cardinais was that he 
could bring my brother, my ~ o a ,  and me to the games 
with Itlm when he was doicg that filming. So we went to 
game after game and sat behind h o ~ e  piate, up on the 
right-field roof, or out in centerfieid in rhe shmbbery whiie 
my dad was doing this filming. We wouid usually sir with 
the pitcher who was going to pitch the next game wkik 
he charted the game. 
Well, that Ied to my all-time greatest experience, wbich 
was between n y  freshnan and sophomore years in col- 
lege. I played freshman baseball in coliege and was try- 
ing to get ready for the sophoEore year when rny dad 
made a deal with the Cardinals so that I could finish my 
summer job eariy, go out acd dress in 3 Carsinais uci- 
form, and shag fly balls in the ouifield during batting 
b .;.I. 
.-- J W-eil, evergkx2y's favorite Cardinal of all t i ~ e  was, 
04 course, Stan Musiai. But I had a personal afliiiaticn 
w:rh Dick Groat when he played shcrtstcp fcr the Cardi- 
nals because he was like me-a little slow and cot a 
power-hitter, but very good at the hit ar,d m n  and mov- 
ing hirters along. Xe acinally had a great year where 1 
think he Ied the league in hitting as a contact-hitier. 
Basicaiiyi, I looked at him as a shortstop that played the 
game with his head as well as wlth his hands. I % m s  never 
ihe greatest athlete, but I used a lot of heady play. an:ic~- 
paticg where the Sitrer was gohg to put the ball As a 
hitter, I couldn't reaiIy hit with power, bat coald always 
put the ball inro piay. So Dick Groat was sort of my 
ir, those days 
.!u. My last question for you is qcite simple. What is it 
about libraries thar you love? 
AVJ: Well, I'm a book junkie and I've aiways been. You 
know, the definition of happiness is a chance to go ex- 
ploring and find a great book to read or use serendipity 
to sfumbie into something I riidn't even know was there 
and pull it off the sheif and read it. That realiy does go 
back to how i was raised. 
_My dad grew up in Kansas City, and when we wouid go 
back and visit his foiks, every member of the f a ~ i l y  we'd 
visit would give ns two things when we ware getting ready 
ro drwe back to St. Louis. One was a brown bag with 
something to eat a d  the second tking was a book to take 
home with us. 
So I was raised or, books as a sign of not just learning, but 
also as a kmd of hospitality. 3 was the greatest gift you 
could glve scmebody. I think of libraries as everybody's 
h o n e  where you can go an& get a gift iike that a ~ d  either 
read it there or take it home with you. 62 

dom Forum 
Editors Note: 19T Grier was awarded 
a 2000 Freedom Ebnzm/§LA fellow- 
ship, one sf four given annrially, to 
work for &us weeks in South Afncn 
performing library func~ons related 
to tke delivery ond a&~encement cf 
journalism. 
The minute my plane landed in Af- 
rica on that Sunday morning, I 
knew ! was in for something spe- 
cial, but how and where? As with 
most everything, the answer lies in 
the details. 
Exhausted, E was met at airport 
by Xan Brady (driver and. soon to be 
good friend], whisked to the hotei, 
and greeted w-ith a phone caZ fro= 
Ja r% Eddings, director of the Africa 
Center/Freedom Forum, who told 
me H was about to miss the best Af- 
rican 5ea market that Johannesburg 
(Jo' berg) had to offer. I decided to 
delay sleep. 
The smells and sigh;s of the open 
air market were so contagious that X 
wobiid have not known where to 
begin, if it was not for Jerrf's insigh: 
and guiding hand. There were too 
many s t a b  of rich African art, in all 
forms-sculpture, paintings, crafts, 
fabrics, and jewelry-to digest in one 
short afternoon. 
My weekdays were ffilled with pro- 
viding I~ternet  consulting services, 
which were arranged by Liz Barrait; 
executive editor to newsroom report- 
ers at the Johannesbwg §tar (the 
nation's secsnd largest new-spaper in 
terms of circulation) and doing dii- 
ferent things at the Institnte for the 
Advancement of Journalism [IA3;, 
which were arranged by Jesse Home, 
business djrector of IAJ. Journaiists 
throughout the country come to I S ,  
iacared on the caapus of the Uni- 
versity of Witswatersrand, 10 satisfy 
training r e q u i ~ e ~ e n t s  ':n broadcast 
and print =&a. 
At the Star, the Internet is still in its 
infmcy and miny things taken for 
granted in the states remain ob- 
stacles in South Africa. Bandwidth 
and speed were a proiAem with the 
group of reporters, who m:se leave 
their dtesks and go to speciaiiy %es- 
ignated starlozs to scrf the Internet. 
While some looked at this as a tem- 
porary impediment, aos t  saw that 
cyberspace, if properiy harnessed 
and deployed, can become a vital 
research tool. Based on a reporters 
need, I delivered 2 set of evaluated 
resources for use. F ~ F  exa=ple, one 
reporter who wo~ked rhe environ- 
mental beat needed specific inforaa- 
t b n  about animal poaching in the 
sab-continent. Search engines, such 
as AfsicaOniine, Ananzi, and the 
weil-regarded Librarians' index to 
the Internet portal. helped that re- 
porter find valuable information. 
Another repoger wanteci photos of 
current leather fashions. Once 
showr, a reliable source at Corbis, it 
was easier to search for free photo- 
gmphs on the web. As wit2 any web 
search, it is always heipk: to have 
an experienced library professionai 
to mediate the results. 
Other information management 
projects the newspaper was under- 
taking inciuded: 
* A digitizaticn project of newspa- 
per records in its Library 
Creating a position in the news- 
room that wwdd assist reporters 
on their daily and &en-urgent 
research needs 
Assessing Intercet training needs 
since ~h,c Star can ii: affxd to iet 
groups of reporrers go offsite for 
extended periods 
I mer "JezebeY who is known affec- 
tionate* at the Strzr as the "oldesr' 
operating printing press. Jezebel is 
ever two-stories k I I  and shares some 
of the cork-reinforced lo~ndation 
fiaors with other moye madern 
presses. it was excidng seeing these 
b e h e ~ e t b s  at work, w ide  at the 
same time respecting the employees 
who operated and main':aineri them, 
On a lunch break I had Ex  good for- 
+-.- 
. u ~ e  to see the display of "Banm" 
passbooks rhat  ado^^ a lobby wail in 
a nearby provinciai g o v e r n ~ e n t  
building. They rer:inded me that this 
vistage of oppression was not very 
long ago. I also sat in on Editor Peter 
Suiiivan's daily inter-departmen81 
neetings, which f o m  the foundation 
and conceprs of each paper's edition. 
The =eetings7 goals are rjnderstand- 
ably contsadidory~ The 3ur;sose is to 
seli papers, while a? :he same time 
g l ~ i ~ l g  each item the honesty and 
balanced-reporring thar it deserves 
and serving as keepers of the "p:~bIic's 
rmst." Ts 'ce, it seems that goad re- 
porting nust  satisfy aii three. 
"Nhiie at IA3,I attended an ongo%ng 
broadcast journalists' session rhae 
addresseZ AIDS education and 
youth, paeicipated in a spreadsheet 
traming class, attended an annual 
. . jobirnailsm awards presentation 
sponsored by Telkom [a Sonth Afri- 
can communica?.\'ticns co=panyjr), and 
offered advice e ~ h a n e i n g  the 
agency's enrollnent, course sched- 
uling, tnckfng, and 5illing software. 
i also met broadcasi jonmaiists at the 
Johannesburg CNK bureau, 
Before sharing my trip observations, 
f will tell you a lirtle bit about 132. 
First, librarianship is ~ . y  second ca- 

seer. After spending years in various 
aspects of information technology in 
the communications industry, i see 
library and i ~ f o r ~ a t i o n  science as a 
natural progression. Ir is my wish 
to blend previous experiences wit5 
my new career and bring abour 
change in areas of advocacy, com- 
puter-based deiiverg~ an@ access to 
information. in"l my cwrent job wig? 
Advzrmced Infomalion Consultants, 
an Hnfo'LSeve company, I am a senior 
project manager, msponsible for a 
staff that delivers library services [in- 
cluciing acquisitions, collection devel- 
o p ~ e n i ,  serials management, docu- 
ment delivery, and space planning) 
and portal deploymen? activiries (in- 
ciuding designing taonomy struc- 
t ~ r e s  and operating content crawiers) 
for a major pharmaceutical firm. 
With this in mind, 1 made many ob- 
servations, both professional and 2er- 
sonal, PersonaIIy, I &ink I had an ef- 
feet on a Sosth MZan  youth who -was 
disaffected by the December eieciions. 
Mer  recently graduating from college, 
he said he couldn't get a job in kis 
field and many ffiecds were in sir3- 
lar situadons. He wondered, what rhe 
pupose of his vote would be. What 
ch;t?ge would it bring about? ' F ~ s o ' L ~ ~  
czsuai conversation, I'd like to *ink i 
was a& to persuade kim to go ZQ the 
polls by telling kirr; ?hat his vote does 
count {despite what was piaeng out 
in FIorida at C!e  me) . 
In Zo'berg there is an energy and vi- 
brancy, which I think is related to 
hope and possihiliries, Tin,& 6s be- 
cause many peepie hold 3.994, the 
date Mandela rose to power in free 
elections, as the birth (or re-13irth; 
of the country. 
Professionally, this experience gave 
me first-hand exposure to news 
librarianship. I ilave an increased 
sensitivity sf what newsreom library 
professionals are against with 
inmovable deadlines accompanied 
by complicated research requests. I 
saw the Freedo= Forum's intersec- 
:ion between iibrarianship and 
journaiism and zndersrood wky 
rke crganizarion seeks to 
srrengthen rhese links. 
I also had some cuitnral ~evelations. 
What we think are acceptable net- 
work and operatirrg standards are by 
no means even cisse to what some 
of what our South African counter- 
mus; contend. 'They confront 
iimita'iocs to internet access, port- 
ability, shortages, quality of equip- 
nezt, scgware, and irdom~ation tech- 
nology talent of a3 kinds on a daily 
basis. If this is reaiiry for some South 
Africans, just &ink of the obstacles 
that jeset Lie rzst of the continent. 
h d ,  ITxe in the United States, money 
and cost piay a significant factor in 
aii aspects of technology CeplcFeml:. 
Gr& (~g~kr@~dvinf~c .c~?i I j  is &e 
senior m j e c t  x ~ m g e ~ .  for A l v ~ 3 r d  
fnfmma@&;z Cmsnitants, 0n Jnfot~%~e 
Company. 
Editas: N(ii KIBsgen and jar, !A. f$koa 
This mi, mmpiehensjve handbook wiih dinussions oii oil cspeces lit! eoniiik~lons from cver !BC internationai experts, this x i -  
oi data mining including concepts, theory, techniques, applications, erence sourre is for onyon% in?eres!ed is the develaprne~i ond 
and case studies, pravides the p e r k t  iaoi to assist anyone in tacni- use of toois to unalyna, i~teipret, and make use of the infxmar- 
cnl derision-maktng. Sbe broad caverage inclodss the folowng 802 stoieci in the wnrid's detabos~s. 
cutting edge techniques: Btrob~ir 2001, s[sthj 0-$9-3YI83l-6, $195.86 
e System design md implzme.tafjon Slarlsiks 
e Ariifitiol infeiiigente e 8atntosez 
e Froud deiecbn k t h n i q ~ s  e !teniai xpwrks  
- .  
e Prodir:tioa ccntrol 6 :vdoiioncrry c c r n p ~ u 3 x  
e Machine !ea:ning * 'Eiso:hatiaa 
Panos M. ?ardaios and Mnoricio G.C. Keande 
The HunBhook of dpplid Opfimizufion gothers t o g e h  in on: Designed as a pladicoI resource in iniermution t~;shnaiogy, 
volnme the most resent methods for solving a wide range of deci- eperctians reseorcih, and pro@ pfonning, the .%idhook covers 
ion-making problems. The Handbook is divided into ihree moin aptlminction prebiezs in various seftings-from finaace on4 
setiions: engineering fu biomedicine md he& systems. 
e Algorithms, covering every type oi uptimizofior, k h n i q a e  Qmbor PBB1, doth, 0-1 9-23 2594-6 S195.00 
a Wppli~fi~ns, where :nmpufo%cal tools ore pui ta wwk sciving tasks 
in plaseing, production, dkiribuiios, scSedr;ling, ond ather detisiocs ic 
projed managemest 
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A determination of the bottom line value of libraries and 
information centers has proven m c d t  because of the intan- 
gible nature of the value and the use of archaic accounting 
systems that for the most part focus on tangible or physical 
assets rather than intangible ones. The problem is that the 
intangible value of libraries and information centers may be 
orders of magnitude greater than their tangible value. To 
overcome some of these measurement &ff?cukies this 
workbork presents four different approaches to the intangible 
valuation of information resources. 
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SLA Launches 
InfoStore 
In June's IRC Notes, I said our in-
formation portals were great, but 
they needed improved access. 
With the launch of SLA's InfoStore, 
a new vehicle or portal to Virtual 
SLA's information resources, we have 
taken steps to improve th.at access. 
The idea behind the InfoStore is to 
provide access to the SLA products 
and services that help make your job 
easier and more secure. This resource 
will be regularly amended and up-
dated as new and improved products 
and services are made available. The 
InfoStore will initially include the 
following resources: 
Infm::mation Portais 
V:t';1f"Ht.~.:;ia<!>or~zlin}~port:als~(~frn 
It's library budget time and the boss 
wants you to cut costs and be more 
creative with your money. The "Li-
brary Costs and Budgets" Informa-
tion Portal (IP} can give you some 
ideas and benchmarks. 
Without an information center you 
wont need a budget. The "Value of 
the Information Center." IP can help 
you do this with its citations for ar-
ticles (many of which are fulltext 
online), monographs, videos, and 
other resources. Since it does not do 
any harm to "blew one's own tmm-
pet" at budget time, take a look at 
"Opinions and Perceptions of the Li-
brary Profession." Information pro-
fessionals/librarians are getting some 
good press nowadays, so make sure 
senior management knows about it. 
These are just some examples of how 
IPs can help youo There are currently 
information outtook 
IPs on more than 40 different topics. Oth.~:r Useful Informatim:. 
R~cent Industry Reports 
We are regularly asked for reports 
and statistical data about the infor-
mation industry and information 
professionals. This new section of 
Virtual SLA links directly to reports 
prepared by leading players in the 
industry, such as Outsell Inc, and 
includes the results of their recent 
survey, "The Changing Role of The 
Information Professional 2001: Im-
plications for Vendors, Buyers, and 
Users of Content in the Corporate 
Marketplace." The executive sum-
mary includes information about 
users served, budgets, cost alloca-
tion, and other statistics. It is avail-
able through the InfoStore. 
Also included are the Information Ser-
vices Panel survey results for 1999 
and 2000, a list of recent vendor prod-
ucts reports and reviews, "The Library 
Automation and Software" IP, and 
"The Internet: Research Tools" IP, 
which covers reference resources and 
evaluation, search engines, strategies, 
and the organization and classifica-
tion of websites. 
Latest Industry News 
Latest Industry News is designed to 
keep you abreast of what's going on 
in the library and information world. 
We have started with the nine topics 
using the LexisNexis "Website Content 
Service" previously "Tell Me More" 
which automatically searches their da-
tabases and adds the results directly 
to our website on a regular basis. We 
review the search criteria to improve 
relevancy and change the topics to en-
sure that they cover the areas of most 
interest to our profession. 
Chapter, Division, and Othar SLA 
U!tit Resources 
Most of the 82 SLA chapters and di-
visions have websites, all of which 
can be accessed from the InfoStore, 
as well as links to those that include 
superb general information re-
sources over and above information 
about their leadership and events. 
Since the InfoStore is :1I1. its infancy, 
v.re vvill be adding new resources, 
some of which I am not yet aware. 
It will definitely include links to sal-
ary surveys, standards and bench-
marks, serials data, answers to fre-
quently asked questions, and other 
resources found recently. 
Revised Chapter anci Division 
Ard:1.ivists Guidelines 
Following the Chapter z.nd Division 
Archivists' workshop in San Anto-
nio, the revised Chapter and Divi-
sion Archivists' Guidelines have 
been approved and n.ow added to 
Virtual SLA under "Policies and Prac-
tices" at www.sla.org/content/SLA/ 
Policiesjindex.cfm. There are no 
major changes, but there are updates 
that take into account electronic re-
sources and changes in other SLA 
procedures. 
Archiving is very much the 
"Cinderella" of the information pro-
fession, but it is important that we 
maintain the archives of the 
association's chapters, divisions, and 
caucuses. Ill 2001-2002, I will try to 
heighten the awareness of the impor-
tance of maintaining the archives of 
the association. As with records man-
agement, archiving is made simpl.er 
i£ t.~e creator of the document is aware 
of his/her responsibility. We are all 
"overworked ar,.d underpaid," espe-
cially when doing volunteer work, 
but it saves time in t.~e long run to 
prepare documents fer archiving 
early rather than look for them later. 
For more ir.formatim:, 
contact John Latham 
(john@sla.crg) 
,-----------------, 
' 
I ,___ 
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Fai lur 
by Guy St. CIair 
is i: "failure"? Or is it "disappoint- 
nent"? 
Ail knowledge workers experience 
failure from time to time. Failure is 
not an experience we dwell on or 
give a lot of attention to, hut it is 
fairly common. 
Several of us went through it Iasl 
.!me, when SLKs Management De- 
velopment Institute (MDI 2061; was 
canceled. After the innovative staff 
at SLRs Strategic Learning and De- 
velopment Center put the program's 
basic iraneworii together, five of us 
were invited to facilitate the pro- 
gram and to serve as "consulting 
experrs" for the institute's attend- 
ees. We worked hard to develop the 
case study and we had a very clear 
idea of what the attendees would 
take fro~la the experience (notking 
less, mind you, than %ngaging in 
learning for the real world"). And, 
yes, we were very pleased and ex- 
cited to have the opportunity ro 
work with fellow association me=- 
bers on what we called "the big is- 
sues," or> as the marketing nateri- 
als described it: "dealing with @ha!- 
lenges; identifying, meeting, and 
exceeding needs; creating value; 
building loyalty." 
Along the way we would get the 
opportunity to stretch, u, Ce our own 
brains, and work with others to go 
places, managei-iaily speaking, we 
had not gone before. 
Well, it didn't happen. We planned 
the party, but no one came. 
It was a bummer and we were all 
disappointed. Our much vaunted 
"big picture'' fnsfirute just didn't gez 
the numbers. 
Did we fail? Or were we simply ?he 
victims of circumstances? What 
matters is what we learned from the 
experience. 
For one thing, I learned that nothing 
goes to waste. The work that the five 
of us [together with the associafion's 
good staffj did on this project will be 
used and re-used in our daily work. 
One exampie: as we prepared the case 
study, I becane fascinated w t h  the 
critical inportance of linking depart- 
mental goals with carprate goals, We 
talked a Iot about this issue as we 
planned tlrre insritute. The week af- 
ter San Antonio, I discovered that one 
of my "'pet" projects-so highly 
touted, so poparlaz and sc we!: ac- 
claimed-wasn't going ts  be funded. 
Developing the project simply didn'r 
fit into the company's plans at this 
particular tine. 
What we did was not wasted from 
another perspective. The insriate, as 
we developed it, was gooci. There's 
no question rhe case study, the 
fra=ework, the reackgs, and a11 the 
'"ieces" fit toge+&er in a nice pack- 
age-one that would provide attend- 
ees with a provocative and worth- 
while learning experience. Is all that 
effort lost? It was nct by a long shor. 
Elements of this work will show up 
in a variety of places, including the 
presentations and teacining that the 
five of us do in the workplace. 
We also learned (or simply reinf~rcedj 
the value of teamwork and camara- 
derie. I vvas dealing with several of 
the smatest and best-respec~eci think- 
ers in the entire knowledge services 
con~munity. While 1 was delighred 
ro be working with these people, I 
was also frequenrly humbled be- 
cause they know so much. From 
xeeting them, I rook away knowl- 
edge and stories that I carry into the 
workpapiace on a daily basis. 
The most impo~anr  lesson l learned 
may have been ?hat assessing the 
environment is critical. [Is this what 
my grandmother meant, when she 
used to say. "Look befare y e s  
leap"?). 7 know xy colleagues, a y -  
self, and probaXy a great many of 
our associates are very excited at the 
prospect of sitting dowc and havlng 
that "big picture" conversation about 
management/organizaticnal devel- 
op=ent, and cornorate knowledge. 
But do our interests reflect those of 
others in o x  commnnity? 
Who can say? For me, 1 would lik to 
rhink they do. I have not regretted 
for one zoment the thoughr and :he 
study +&at went into prepafing for E?e 
institute, yNas what we did germane 
to rhe daily Iives of our proiessiosal 
colleagues in the association? I don? 
!inow, but I do think f'Il be more ears- 
521 next time. No matrer how much I 
xigilt wazt to do scmetiiing-to have 
a positive and rewarding experience 
for xyself-I've got to stop and think 
&our the env%ronmen? and ofhers in 
that environment, I wouid Zike to 
rhink that we're all a: the same piace, 
biit we're no?, 
Nothing was wasted, The value of 
teamwork and the importanre of the 
environmentai assessnent am good 
lessons. While I might have known 
about them (3r even have experi- 
enced them] in other ci~cumsrances, 
this iearning experience [evea when 
it ended in "faiblnre") taught me 2:ese 
things a 3  over again. 
Gny St. Ctair is the senior systems 
analyst, kncwledge managerteat 
and learning at Dynamics Research 
Gorporaricn in New !&or%. Email Gray 
at Secrmlng. sla. org. 
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The Case That Wilk 
Nat Died 
Last month I foolishly titied the col- 
u=n "'Tasini: The Final Chapter." 
Wrong! This case will not die and 
there will be more actions resulting 
from it in the near future. 
On June 25,2002, the U.S. Supreme 
Courr decided that inckding articles 
from freehnce authors in electronic 
databases without copyrigkt tmns- 
fers was infringement. The case did 
not decide the issue of damages. 
Immediately following issiaance of 
the decision in favor of freelance 
writers {see September 2QG7, Copy- 
sight Corner;., the New York Times 
announced that it would delete 
- -  - ii s,(B00 freelance works {from I%%?- 
95) from its own and other data- 
bases. Throughoc;t litigation, t5ne 
Times and other pubiishers said that 
if the writers won the case, databases 
would have no choice but to delete 
works of freelancers that were not 
compensated and did m r  give a 
transfer of electronic rights. 
The n m e s  ased both newspaper ads 
and a website to tell freelancers that 
these works would be removed, But 
the paper also said if the author 
would agree to waive their rights to 
compensation by forkiring ail "past, 
present, and future copyright in- 
fringement claiEsn against the 
Times, it would resrore the freelance 
works to the database. 
On July 3, the Author's Guild re- 
sponded with a class action suit for 
the l5,80CI writers who alleged that 
the Times violated the rights cf 
freelance writers as deternine6 in 
;rasi~i and asked for damages and 
injunctive relief. Other sarig- ;a were 
filed against Dow Jones, Reuters, 
LewisYexis, Westlaw, Dialog, and 
Proquest, accusing then  of system- 
atic copyright infringement for fail- 
ure to compensate freelance writers 
for articles froTp. 71978-95. 
Tasini, of :he National Witers Union 
[which brought the Supreme Court 
case], estimates that writers will be 
owed biilions of dollars, but attor- 
neys for the databases say that dam- 
ages will be minimal. Xn a more 
conciliatory statement, Tasini aisc 
called for negotiations toward a 
settlement and a iicensing system, 
The Authors Guild also created a 
webpage that r ec~mr~ends  authors 
retain their rights to be compensated 
for unauthorized electronic publca- 
tion of their ccnL*butions to the Ne,=v" 
York Times, the Boston Globe and 19 
regional newspapers. 
On July 27, the Authors Guild 
reached agreement with the Times, 
halting its threat to remove freelame 
articles ?om its database unless writ- 
ers -~alired their rights to compen- 
sation. The Times agreed to cease its 
advertising campaign and provide 
information So freelancers about the 
class action lawsuit on its webpage 
and in written materiais :Jeing 
mailed. In rerLzrn3 attorneys for the 
Authors Guild agreed ts  wici?,hold a 
motion for a temporary restraining 
order, which wosld require the 
Times to cease its advenising cam- 
paign and remove the website. 
Members of the @id said that this 
was an inportant first step to an 
overall settlement of the claims of 
freelance authors against database 
publishers. It also recognized :he 
importance of ensuring that the da- 
rabase remains complete while au- 
rho= receive fa.ir fees for ekctronic 
uses of those anicies. 
Elertrmis: Boska 
The Authors Guild has issued a ~1an9.- 
ing to its mmbers concezdng 2 simi- 
lar case, Random iloxse, k c .  v. 
Rosetta Books. - %n this a s %  the U.S. 
district couI-t denied the publisher's 
reGuest to enjoin Rosetta from pub- 
. ~irshing eaectmnic books for which 
Zandom House held Cce print rights. 
Xosetta had obtained t5e electronic 
rights direcdy from the authors. Ran- 
dam House sought ro e n j ~ i n  Rosetta 
from approachkg tke authors of its 
nearly 21,066 Sacklis: tities and 2r- 
wed that L?e copy;;Sght transfer to the B 
print rights also covered electronic 
rrghts. The Authors Gdid  filed an 
amicus brief on the side of Rosetta 
&at was joined by the Association of 
Aati-?ors Representatives, which rep- 
resents lcerary agents, 
Rosetta had pl;SLished, eight books 
in digitai format and offered thex 
for saie. The print rights for these 
books beicng to Random House. 
Tflorks in question include two b0OkS 
by Willia= Styron, The Confessions 
of hia; Tam2~- znd Sophie's Ckoice: 
five by Kurt Vonnegut. includ4ng 
Slasrghtm-Xmse Five; and a book by 
Xo5e1-t B. Barker, Promised Land. 
Random House has lcciuded the elec- 
tronic nights in its skndard gscblish- 
ing coztract since 1994, But before 
&"hen tAe copy%ght fSaasfer agree=ent 
was silect about electronic rights. 
Eased on the decision in Tmini, ft is 
clear bar ail rights not specificaEy 
trznsferred ro the publisher remain 
wS-. the azt5or. The pre-I994 Rzn- 
dom House contract had used the 
phrase '"p,rint, pubiish: and sell C?e 
work in book form," so an important 
issue k "Jze case was whe8her an ekc- 
rrsnic book meets f . e  standard drfi- 
nition of the wsad '"book.'' The court 
decided %:at it did not by using the 
Random Home W'zbster's Ursabrielged 
Ditiomry for the definition of a 5ook. 
A book was defined as "a written or printed work of 
fiction or nonfiction usually on sheets of paper fastened 
or bound togerher within covers" in the dictionary. 
The contracts had separate grant language to convey 
the rights to pbl i sh  book club editions, reprint edi- 
tions, abridged forms, and Braille editions. According 
to the court, this language would not be necessary if 
the phrase "in book form" encompassed all types of 
books. Another conrracrual clause, referred to as the 
photocopy clause, gave the publisher the right to pho- 
tocopy or otherwise copy the work in forms now in use 
or later developed. Random House argued that this 
clause 5olstered its position that "in book form" included 
digital works, but the court was not persuaded. 
The judge found that electronic digital signals sent over 
the Internet is a separate medium from the original use 
(i.e.: printed on paper) because there are additional fea- 
tures :hat permit xanipulation of the information that 
a printgd work does not. A software program and spe- 
cific hardware is needed to enable the reader to view 
the text, which distinguishes it from analog formats. 
Random House was disappointed by the ruiing, but said it 
stands ''by our view that an e-book is a book and that 
Random House's backlist contracts give us the rights to 
publish the works in e-book form." It will review the deci- 
sion before deciding whether to appeal. But all is not well 
for publishing contracts with e-books. The Authors Guild 
has warned its members that Time Warner's new iPublish 
division ~ a y  present significant legal risks for its authors. 
The rights granted to the publisher by the contract include 
the exclusive rights to any means of delivery now known 
or later developed. The guild says that the definition of 
digit21 rights is so broad +hat it includes audio book rights 
and rights to digitally printed books. Another problem is 
by submitting manuscripts to iPublish, writers agree to 
the terms of the contract. On top of that, even if Time 
Warner does not publish the book, it would have an auto- 
~.at ic  laim on the author's next work! 
These cases and the actions of authors' organizations 
certainly have implications for libraries. The increas- 
ing importance of license agreements in libraries is mir- 
rored by the importance of publishing contracts for au- 
thors. The interpretation of specific language from these 
contracts may affect libraries' ability to acquire and use 
information in digital fom.  For example, librarians have 
maintained that digital. works are no different from 
printed werks when it comes to copyright. But courts 
appear to be disagreeing with this position. 
For more information, contact Laura Gasaway at 
iaurasasawa@ unc. edrr. 
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Two critical events affected the wodd 
of libraries and information in 1909: 
the beginning of the SLA and the 
birth of Peter Drucker- 
We all h o w  how the S M  has affected 
our professional liws, but what about 
Drucker? He is probably best known 
as a management guru, but not as 
someone you would think of in the 
same sentence with the word library. 
Drucker's writings and influence on 
the concepts of informa%ion, knowi- 
edge, and management are of :he 
greatest importance and relevance to 
our daily lives. These qualities and 
his knack for being ahead of his 
time-or possibly serring the 
agenda-are iikeiy sone of the rea- 
sons he was chosen to be the key- 
note speaker at the 2002 Special Li- 
braries Association annual confer- 
ence in Los Angeles. 
This column aims at getting I'nfmme- 
tion 0u:Zaok readers up ts  speed on 
Dmcker in the eight issues before the 
annual conference. it will be based 
on a theme fro= The Essential 
Druckel; which gets to the core of his 
message quicker than any of his past 
works. The book coiiects some of his 
most influential writings into one 
358-page volume. 
The topics to be covered each month 
w-ill be Drzcker's ideas on: knowl- 
edge and information, manage=ent, 
leadership, entrepreneurship and in- 
novation, teaching and learning, self- 
development, and nonprofits and: the 
social sector. 
The Essential Dmcker is divided into 
three sections: =anagemen:, the in- 
dividua!, and society. The maferiai 
comes from 13 of his books, (He has 
published more than 33 since his 
first one appeared =ore than 60  
years ago.] Some of those writings 
first appeared in such publications 
as the Wall Street Jobzmal and rhe 
Maward Business Review. 
Drucker, who turns 92 in Novembel; 
fs as active as any of us. He contin- 
7 ~ , s  a complewentaq careers as a con- 
snltanr, author, and professor. He has 
taught for more than 50 years, in- 
cluding the pasr 30 at the school now 
named for him, The Peter F~ D~rucker 
Graduate School of Manageme~t at 
the CIaremont Graduate University 
in California. He is also OE the front 
lines oi e-learning, producing The 
Peter F. Crucker Execztive Manage- 
menr Series of oniine courses, fcr a 
Phoenix-based company, Corpedia. 
He also founded and is the honor- 
ary chai r rxm of The Peter E. 
Drxker Foundation for Nonprofit 
Managemen?. 
Many readers wlii have almady read 
some of Drucker's works. Whether 
or riot yoc have, The Xssesstld 
DTUCIC~T is an excellent place to re- 
view his work. Yoz can also find lots 
of relevant infomxtion about him on 
his foundation's we9 site, 
www,druckerarg and at the site pro- 
moting Tke Essential Drucker, 
waww.peter-dr2cker.com. 
Dmcker was born into a cultnred. 
inteilecxai family in Vienm on No- 
vember 19, 1909. As a young boy, 
3e met Sigmund F m d ,  After receiv- 
ing a law degree in Gerzmny, his 
early career consisted of working in 
finance and then journalism. He 
came lo the United States ir 1937. 
where he stayed in journal is^^ arid 
began writing books. Drucker even- 
*.-,.-7 
: ~ e i i y  became a management con- 
sultant, and a professor at Sarah 
Lawrence College, Benriinglon, Sew 
Prork University. and CSaremont. 
Sruce Rosenstein is a Zibmrian at 
USA TODAY end crz a<jiznc?pro,Pes- 
sor a t  The Catholic Universiry 
Sc.kaol cf LiLSrmy and d'rbfoo?.rnutioiz 
Science. He can be reached at 
5rcsensteSir@ zesataday. corn, 
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Unless you work for the Inte~nal 
Revenue Service, yon are probajiy 
like nos: people who loathe the 
thought of ap, audit. The word auriit 
reveals csur deepest fears: The fear 
of someone invading our pr;,vaq7 and 
uncovering the unknown. Since we 
really don't want to know what wiii 
be discovered, it can be gut wrench- 
ing when someone other than our- 
selves is involved. Howevea; in the 
work place an audit can be a good 
thing, especially if you am the audi- 
tor. Through my own experiences 
(which may not count for much), 
I've learned that a personal audit of 
my work procedures has helped me 
enormously. 
No matter how much we hate or fight 
it, change is inevitable. Can you hcn- 
estly say rhat ycur job duties have 
not changed in the past six months? 
What abour the past year3 Yoz may 
be using some of the same procedures 
and technology in your job today that 
yon did when you first stafied. Those 
methods may have worked back 
then, but are &ey working efficiently 
today? Ask yourself one question: 
What @an I do to make my job easier 
and rnom efficient, while saving my 
organization money in the process? 
A personal audit can answer this 
question and more. 
Getting started is the hardest part of 
implementing a personal audit. It 
involves examining every aspect of 
your job and finding ozt what can 
be done to enhance each iunction 
more efficiently and effectively witk 
out spending a dime. Though it may 
seem a bit te6ious, make a list of 
your tasks. Take into account all of 
the dailyr, weekly, and monthIy as- 
signments and projects. Make a iis: 
of each of your responsibilities and 
break down each one to look for 
ways to streamline items, reduce 
staff time, and save money. Get oth- 
ers involved in the process, Ask for 
suggestions and helg if needed. 
One of the biggest )roblens that or- 
ganizations face today is a lack of 
communication from withfn. di's m t  
a bad idea to seek help from within. 
Pm'd be surprised :o discover that 
your colleagues know more abou: 
your job than yc.u expect. Invite 
individuals from different depa-t- 
ments f 3  share ideas. brainstorm, 
and add inpnt to your projects by 
wing knowledge sharing teams. A 
lot of times yo;; wlil find that many 
of your cokagues have the sohtions 
to some oi yon: work refated ?rob- 
Iems but iack the groper forum to 
relay the message. 
It also doesn't h2fi to take a peep a:: 
the competition. I know what you'rs 
thinkicg, jut this 'ausiness prizcipie 
is used everyday. Only it's called 
cornpetitye intelligence in strategic 
planning sessions. 11s always nice to 
know what your competitors are 
doing. Yoz might be able to 5orrow 
your competitors' ideas a d  enhance 
?hem to suit your own organizarion's 
needs. The internet is your window 
into y32r competitors' world. [Note: 
If yoar competitor doesn't have a 
website, are they really your com- 
pefitar?;. As information profession- 
als, I don't have to reii you about 
"the world of information within 
)IGW reociz". (Note: that little para- 
phrase is the 2301 XSLB theme;. 
As I was eavesdropping in on a ccn- 
versation during z y  conmute home, 
overheard a passenger saying that 
she could save her company on av- 
erage mare than $4,000 annuaiiy by 
zsing online invoicing. She r ~ e n -  
tioned %Bat she was spending $350 
a month in postage mti i  she Gscov- 
ered that her conpetitors had been 
using online invoicing for yeaw. Her 
caicuiatincs did not include valua$le 
staff t h e  and sarpgiies, Her story 
was a good example of someone 
keeping an eye on the competit3en 
and utiiizing :he technology avail- 
able in ~ r d e ~  to save money. 
XnaIiy, don't procrastinate when it 
comes to maimizing the use of tech- 
nology that fs available. Take advan- 
tage of every new training oppert;;- 
nit37 afforded to you even if it doesn't 
appear to relate to your current line 
of work. Whez we need &c learning 
a sofiware apg:licatioc, something 
~ E W  is asually brewing on the iiori- 
zorr. As the technoiogy changes, 
ycur job evoives, so its very impor- 
tant to gee? :;F with the teci-inology 
in the long run, isn't it betre? to De a 
jack of all trades? 
One last note: I Xnow you are not an 
accountant, k t  keep a record of the 
m x e y  you iiave saved. Presert it to 
someone in your srganizaliorr who 
oversees tke botton Line. Your final 
tally Flay not be a huge financial 
gain bat it,§ a start. Pins if everyme 
in your orgaP,ization does a personal 
audi: it r:ay save major dolfars 
across the board. Seiieve me, yo;: 
will be a lot smarter for 4t! 
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A Wolters KIuww Company 
S%W Pafinen with  F a c t k  
SLA has anaounced that Factiva, a 
Dow Jones and Weuters Company, 
will serve as its exclusive "KnowI- 
edge Age Partrrer~ '
As the Knowledge Age Partner, 
Factiva has pledged support for spe- 
cific §LA activities, such as SLA's 
Career Services the SEA conferences 
and exhibits we3 page; the SLA lea& 
ership web page: and the SLA mem- 
bership resources web page. 
Factiva will also be inducted into the 
John Coiton Dana Circie at §LA'S 93rd 
N m c y  SPodgEard, $&A 
Member, Dies 
Nancy Stoddard, a 15-y, ear meaner 
3f the St. Louis Metropofi$an Area 
Chapter of TI, passed away Jnly X, 
ZWI. Stoddard served as C h a ~ t e r  
President in 1997-78. 
Stoddard began her career as an as- 
sistant librarian with the Ivhaml Her- 
ald in 1960. She went on to become 
the first librarian for Gannet's Today 
before settling a: the St. Louis Post- 
Dis-patch in 1970. She started at the 
paper as an  assistant researci: iibrar- 
ian in the reference department, but 
Annual Conference in Los Azgeles, 
CA, USA, in June 2G02. Kamed in 
honor of SLA's founder, the John 
Cotton Dana Circie recognizes com- 
panies and individuais demonstrat- 
ing extraordinary gene~osity and sup- 
por', of §LA and its members over a 
five- year period. Factiva will also 
confinne to cc-sponsor ?he Interna- 
tionai Special Librarians Day [ISLD) 
celebration. 
"Factiva is cornnitled to supporting 
iearnfng and devekpneni, opporx- 
nities for informalloc 2rofessionals 
so we're excited to be working 
closely with the Speciai Libraries As- 
sociation," said Anne Caputo, direc- 
tor of Factiva's Kncwiedge ai?d 
Learning Prcgrams. ""or nearly a 
century, SLA has played a key role 
in the development of information 
professionais, leading them throxgh 
ti~mes of transition in both the in- 
dustry and the roles they play in 
their diverse organizations." 
three years later she was p r o ~ o t e d  
to chief iiSrarian, where she man- 
aged the newspaper's transition 
from a paper ihlicg syste2 to ai'l 
electronic library. She held this po- 
skion uctil 2385. She iater joined 
the Food section, where she worked 
v:?+:: 1995. 
Stoddard was also active in her cam- 
munity, serving in the §:. Louis 
Chapters of The DreaAm Factcry and 
Make-AWish Foundatjorn. She was 
also a president of the Ar~er ican 
Legior, Waiter Le?ere Aaxiiiary Yost 
208 of Manchester, ,MB. 
Sabstkern edat3arrria Chapter 
Ann~urrses  Awards 
Ti?: Soxthern California Chapter of 
§LA has  announced its annrral 
awards. John Sirea received the Billie 
Comer Award, while Rcber,: Powers 
[for his work on the c5apter website), 
A m  Coppin (for Library of Caiifor- 
nja reporting), David Cappeli {for 
UCLA Studecr Chapter Leadership;, 
and Loran Bures (fo: the chapter by- 
iaws revision) WGG Meritorions Ser- 
vice A-wards. 
It&%&s %emben Make News 
Members of the HIIicois Chapter of 
SLA have been making news laiely. 
Veronda Pitchford of the Chicago ki- 
krary System and Mari CoielSo of rhe 
Chiccgo M & m e  were among ?he li- 
brarians featured in a May American 
L~braries article. The story &scribed 
hew s~ecia! Iibraries played a part 
in the CLS's Groandhog Job Shadow 
Day in Pebmary. 
- - 
uri Toch, the Cogo~ate m d  Smdl Busi- 
- ~ 
~ e s s  xaison at the Schaumhurg Towa- 
ship District Library had an afiicie in 
the March/April 20GI issue of Pxblic 
Zibranes. The ar',ic:le, titied "The Yicg 
Yang of @usto-aer Service;" desc_ri:sed 
mmy of the li'ory's outreach services. 
torri Zipperer of Medscape Inc. was 
elected dimdor of the Biomedical and 
Life Services Division of SEA for X01/ 
2082. Zipperer aiso worked with her 
coileague Susan Zushman to coEplete 
editing Lessons in Patient SefePy, a 
coliection of essays and abstracted key 
adcles relevact to patient safety. 
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Internet Research 2.0: 
IXTERconnec5,aocs 
The Second Internariocal 
C o ~ k r e n c e  of the Associa:ion 
of Interne: Researchers 
October 10-34, 2031 
Micneapiis-St. ?a& 
Minnesota, USA 
wsvw.cddc vt.edu/acir/ 
Florida Caribbean Chapter 
X-Service Workship 
October 19, i C C l  
West ? a h  Beach, Florida, USA 
www.sla.org/chap?er/cfc/ 
workshops/ 
C11019worksho~.htm 
63 %LA Tech Forum 230: 
October 24-28, 2001 
Mccterey, Califorcia, USA 
www.sia-Iearning.crg/siaiech 
Information Today; Ine. 
Knowiedge Drivers of the e- 
Enterprise 
Octojer 29-Novemser 1, 20% 
Sant; Clara, CA, USA 
www.infctoday.com/kmli~0~/ 
defaukhtn.. 
G KLW 2901 
Annkai .Mliitary Librarians 
TJJorkshop 
October 3C-November 1,23% 
Colcraao Springs, CO, USA 
ww~v.dt:c.m:i/r~w/2301/ 
November 
Partners d Cccnesticns 
Research i% Faactice 
Lisrary 3esearch Semzzr 
Noueznber 2-3, 2031 
College Park ME, USA 
VJWW a ~ k 3 . ~ ~ g / C 0 ~ f 5 ! ~ f 3 ~ f  S/ 
am01 
American Society of 
Inforxatio?, Science an8 
Yeehdagy 
ASIST 2001 Acnsal Meeting 
Kovember 3-8. 2GO! 
TVashington, DC, USA 
~;~w.asis.org/Gccferences/ 
am31 ."a! 
ACE CXX 
13& Izternational Conference 
or, fniorrmtion and 
Knowledge Management 
November 5-13: 23% 
Atlanta, GA, GSA 
www.&~2001 .cc.gatech.ed.;/ 
Online Ice, 
Z-Context 2031 
KovemSer 12-1 3 ,  2031 
Santa Clara, CA, USA 
www.econP,en:23Oi . c o ~ /  
Terqered Radicds: 
C h a g e  Agency in :he i l s t  
Cenlnry Grgar,izaticn 
Vi&a'L Seninar Series 
December 5, 2001 
Boston, MA, gSA 
w1&7w.sia.crg/coc?ent/Evecls/ 
stra:egicfinbex.cfm 
@. SLA 93i' Annma% 
Conference 
%n??ing Knowledge to Work 
h n e  8-13, 2CCZ 
30s Angeies, CA, USA 
~w~.sia.org/content/Events/ 
confezecce/2302zn1?uai/ 
icdex.cfa 
The 1n;ernational Federation 
sf Libwq Associa5ons and 
Insti?;ticas (EPEA) General 
Gosferenee and Cosnei;~ 
Aagnst 18-24, 2302 
Glasgiow, Scotland 
v-iww.iFia.org 
& Soatk Atlzntk? Regionai 
Conference 
Septeaber 22-24, 2032 
Ashevlile, NC, USA 
viww.sla.srg/caie3dar 
@ SLA-Kosted Conferences 
Conference at which SLA wiii be exhibiting 
information wtiask 


